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LITTLE GOLDEN BOOKS™ : AN ANALYSIS OF
EVERY CHILD'S LITERATURE
Sandra Ballman-Burke, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 1997
Modeling theory proposes that consequences received by the mo
del are considered critical in determining whether or not modeled
behaviors will be imitated (Bandura, Ross & Ross, 1961).
Despite the apparent significance of consequences, analyses
of children's literature have failed to explore this link.

Utili

zing feminist research perspectives, I sought to examine variables
explored in previous analyses of picture books, with emphasis on
consequences received by models.

I was interested in (a) conse

quences received by female and male characters when engaged in
instrumental/independent activities (Kortenhaus & Demarest, 1993);
(b) the ways in which female and male characters are stereotyped;
and (c) changes in female and male characterizations two decades.
Little Golden Books™ published over two decades were sam
ples.

Frequency counts were compiled on a number of variables.

Statistical analyses were utilized to determine relationships be
tween variables and generalizability of findings.
Characters were found to receive differential consequences by
sex when engaged in socially valued activities.

Female characters

when visible, were portrayed in traditional roles.

Characteriza

tions remained fairly constant over the two decades examined.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Nature v. Nurture:

The Controversy in Brief

Bobby puts on his pants, and socks, and shoes.
He can dress himself. I put on mine.
Over my head goes my shirt.
Oops! My arm is stuck.
Mommy will help me put it on.
Mommy buckles my shoes.
'You're a good girl, Martha,' says Mommy.
'You can almost dress yourself.'
(Cushman, 1972, seventh printing)
When I casually asked associates and family members, "Why does
Bobby dress himself, while Martha does not?", a bevy of explanations
was offered.

"Bobby is older."

"Bobby is bigger." "Bobby is anxious

to demonstrate his competence."

"Bobby is ·able to dress himself, but

Martha needs help."

"Bobby's mother is more concerned with Martha's

appearance than Bobby's."

"Martha wants help, so she stalls."

"Bob

by's clothing is easier to put on."
Sociological research has posed essentially the same question
culminating in a literature consisting of diverse findings and inter
pretations advocating both nature and nurture perspectives.

For

example, E.O. Wilson (1978) concluded, from the nature' perspective,
that females and males exhibit differences in abilities and tempera
ment, particularly visual-spatial task performance skills and aggres
sion, which are essentially biological in origin and are transmitted
genetically from one generation to the next.
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In this same tradition, Libby and Aries (1989) found that when
three to five year old children were asked to complete story vignettes,
males were more likely than females to complete stories in which
characters engaged in aggressive behavior with an intent to harm.
Keogh (1971), in a study of spatial visualization in third and fourth
graders, found no significant differences between females and males
in the ability to copy patterns on paper, but when copying patterns
on the floor boys were found to make more precise corners and angles.
This difference was attributed to boys' superior walking ability.
Signorelli and Jamison (1978) found significant differences between
performance of female and male eighth graders on the water-level
task, with males outperforming females.
Further, an analysis of scores on the Strong-Campbell Interest
Inventory indicated that men score higher on scales assessing inter
est in scientific, technical and mechanical activities, while women
scored higher on scales assessing social, artistic and clerical in
terest (Fitzgerald & Betz, 1983, as quoted in Lapan, Boggs & Morrill,
1989).

Women, across time and groups studied, report significantly

higher levels of expressive traits than men (Gill, Stockard, Johnson,
&

Williams, 1987).

In the National Assessment of Educational Pro

gress science section, on every cognitive item females averaged be
tween 1.6% and 2.5% below the national mean (Tracy, 1987).
One might conclude, based solely upon these findings, that fe
males are just naturally less fit than males for performance of soc
ially valued and socially rewarded tasks.

Criticisms of this biolo-
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gical approach include the absence of a precise timetable regarding
the unfolding of purported innate abilities and traits.

Further,

theorists embracing a biological paradigm appear to be indifferent to
findings attesting to the similarities between female and male human
infant behavior. Finally, such theorists apparently are held in a
vacuous state relative to learning through environmental manipulation
and imitation or modeling.
On the other hand, proponents of the 'nurture', or sociali
zation perspective, point out that we construct many, if not most,
differences between females and males through differential construc
tion of virtually every facet of physical and social environments.
Despite the fact that we begin this process at birth by dressing
girls in pink and boys in blue, Hagen (1985) found no differences for
female and male infants in attempts to communicate with adults or in
physically assertive acts.

Girls, whether playing alone or with

peers, engaged in as much gross motor activity as boys (Bloch, 1987).
Our understanding of brain functioning has advanced by leaps
and bounds in recent decades.

Nevertheless, we are only beginning to

comprehend the intricacies involved in brain development and the
connection between that development and environmental contingencies.
As Miller suggests, children's toys are differentiated along gender
lines. Toys stereotyped as being for boys include balls, trucks,
airplanes, guns, tool kits and legos, while girls' toys include
dolls, stuffed animals, dishes and other domestic paraphernalia.
Playing predominately with one or the other may relate to differ-
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ential development of cognitive or social skills (Miller, 1987).
Furthermore, fewer differences between females and males in
mathematics achievement are found when differences in mathematics
preparation are controlled.

Men take more high school mathematics

courses than women and this predicts higher ACT mathematics scores
(Lapan et all, 1989).

In short, differential structuring of the

physical environment of females and males appears to differentially
impact development of particular skills.
Differential structuring of the social environment also appears
to differentially influence the development of perceptions, atti
tudes, abilities, options and, therefore, life chances.

Modeling,

particularly sex-role modeling, is but one avenue along which the so
cial world is differentially created and ordered, and simultaneously
creates and orders.
Consequences and Sex-Role Modeling:

How It Really Works

The impact of imitation or modeling on attitudes, behavioral
options and outcomes has become a mainstay of sociological theory and
practice.

Bandura, Ross and Ross (1961) and Bern and Bern (1970) long

ago found that children imitated or modeled the behavior of others,
including that presented to them through media displays.

Paradise

and Wall (1986) found that models influence perceptions and attitudes
regarding behavioral options.

Children attending schools headed by

females were more likely to indicate that either women or men could
be a school principle than children attending schools headed by
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males.

The first component in the modeling process, then, includes

presentation of

behavioral options from which to select.

However, the process of imitating modeled behavior is more com
plex than merely seeing and, therefore, doing.

For example, in a

study of young children (mean age was 103 months) the prediction that
children would not generalize superior ability to a second task if
the initial ability contradicted sex-stereotyped expectations was
supported by the findings.

Cann and Palmer (1986) concluded, "It

is obvious that sex-stereotyped expectations operate to force greater
sex role consistency than logic and the data would dictate" (p. 556).
Unfortunately, Cann and Palmer failed to speculate on the links be
tween behavioral expectations, behavioral contingencies and compliance.
Schwartz and Markham (1985) found that both boys and girls
played with a sex inappropriate toy longer after seeing a same-sex
model play with it.
than boys.

Girls played with the inappropriate toy longer

This play lasted longest when the same-sex model received

positive or no consequences.

Perhaps no consequences was a reward

in itself.
Katz and Walsh (1991), in an experiment designed to determine
if and how children's sex-typed behavior is modifiable, found that
children imitated nontraditional models more often when they observed
the models receiving positive reinforcement than when the model re
ceived no reinforcement.
may not be enough.

Simply modeling a nontraditional behavior

Positive consequences for the model may be neces-
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sary to bring about change in the stereotyped behavior of children.
Boggiano and Barrett (1991) were concerned with differential
treatment of school children who behaved in ways consistent or in
consistent with sex-stereotyped expectations.

They hypothesized that

because sex inappropriate behaviors are perceived to reflect malad
justment and elicit negative feelings, coercion might be used to
bring inappropriate behaviors of the child under control, while
children displaying stereotyped gender-appropriate behaviors would
find a more supportive environment.

The authors found that sex-atyp

ical behaviors of children elicited coercive reactions, such as close
monitoring and deadlines.

Appropriate behaviors elicited praise and

support from teachers (1991).
Janman (1989) found that the majority of seventeen year old
female and male students in one study adhered to the established
ideology in which the male is the primary wage earner and females'
career considerations are secondary to both their roles as mothers
and their husbands' careers.

Both females and males described the

hypothetically successful female as unattractive, aggressive and
unpopular. Consequences for females who achieved beyond the husbands
level were projected by the subjects to be unhappiness and inability
to maintain an ongoing relationship, with the female being blamed for
the male spouse's failure to achieve.
Heatherington, Crown, Wagner and Rigby (1989) surveyed high
school students (N - 236) and teachers (N - 144) to determine if
girls were punished more than boys for immodesty about their success.
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Heatherington et al., concluded on the basis of their findings that
it is socially dangerous for females to let on about their accomp
lishments.

Fear of success often attributed to females may accurate

ly reflect the social reality rather than a deep-seated motive.
Etaugh and Riley (1983) asked 160 college students to eval
uate an applicant on the basis of an employment application and cover
later.

The position sought and the sex and marital status of the

applicant were manipulated.

Females and single males who applied for

a sex-atypical position were evaluated least favorably.

Females who

applied for a sex-typical position were evaluated most favorably.
Schwalbe and Staples (1991) surveyed 514 undergraduates ask
ing them to rank sources of self-esteem.

They concluded that people

will cling firmly to stereotyped identities as long as they believe
that rejecting traditional sex-stereotyped identities will elicit
negative responses from others.

Attributing the cause of fear of

success to the victim (blaming the victim) implies that there is
something wrong with these women.

This fear of success may be a

rational fear of deviating from the expected sex role stereotypes and
concomitant punishment.
Birnbaum and Chemelski (1984) elicited the projected responses
of thirty preschoolers to hypothetical situations.

They found that

even in children under five years of age, fear is perceived to be a
feminine emotion and expectation.

Fear was attributed to females

through the projected responses of both female and male children.
Thusfar, through the research cited above, the reader has been
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directed to consider the following six premises:
1.

In order for behavior to be imitated or modeled by an ob

server it must first be presented by a model as a behavioral option.
2.
in

Consequences received by the model appear to be critical

determining whether or not behavioral options will be selected by

the observer.
3.

Evidence indicates that females anticipate, fear and ac

tually receive negative consequences for breaches of prescribed sex
role behavior.
4.

The perceived threat and concomitant fear of negative con

sequences for breaches of prescribed sex-role behavior serves to con
strain the activities of and options for females and, therefore,
contributes to the oppression and subordination of women as a group.
5.

Given that negative consequences are received, perceived

as threatening and generate sufficient fear to restrict female beha
vior, such consequences may certainly be considered coercive.
Coercion in this particular case is defined as "the art of
restraining by force, particularly by moral force, as by law or auth
ority; repression; compulsion to compliance; constraining" (Webster,
1975, p. 195).

Force is defined as the power to influence or control

(Webster, 1975, p. 381).
6.

Modeling is only one mechanism, albeit an important one,

whereby we simultaneously construct and are constructed by arbitrary
distinctions drawn between females and males.

Such constructed and

constructing distinctions order and maintain females as subordinates
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and males as superordinates.
Language as Oppressor
Language, that uniquely human set of arbitrarily created signs
and symbols, is but another mechanism whereby inequities between fe
males and males are constructed, conveyed through signals and ges
tures and maintained.

We generally do not give language a great deal

of thought or, perhaps, feel that language is a neutral medium used
to represent experiences accurately, but as Draine (1989) posits, it
is a medium that devalues women.

Through the content and sequencing

contained within language we are signaled and signal ourselves and
others regarding the status and power of objects in our physical and
social environment.
Hamilton (1988) argues that
languages are not simply a reflection of culture, or of the
behaviors, cognitions, or attitudes of their speakers, but in
stead actually help shape them, by allowing or encouraging
certain thoughts and discouraging others. (p. 795)
How many American children have been taught at the elementary school
level that proper grammatical usage dictates placing the word male
before female when referencing both?

How many have been taught that

the pronoun he adequately and correctly represents both sexes?
Language creates, signals and perpetuates a hierarchical system
whereby males who hegemonically control the content and ordering of
language place themselves at the apex.
are secondary and subordinate.

Females, when acknowledged,

Editors and publishers serve a gate

keeping function as well, which not only encourages and discourages
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certain thoughts and ideas but actively promotes or censors certain
thoughts and ideas.
is promoted.

History textbooks are exemplary.

Male supremacy

Content which conflicts with this ideology is simply

not printed.
Given that language is both structured by

us and structures

us hierarchically, it is not surprising that Lakoff found females to
use speech and speech patterns indicative of

powerlessness and de

ference compared to that of males (Lakoff, 1973).
male discourse patterns convey

Even

childhood

higher status than their female coun

terparts (Berghout, Salehi & Leffler, 1987).
Keating and Bai (1986) found that decoding of dominance ges
tures begins early in life and may be in place at age four.

It is

logical to believe that children decode both dominance and submission
gestures simultaneously.

One must be able to decode what is not

dominant, such as submissive or subordinate, in order to sort out,
recognize, isolate and impose meaning upon that which is dominant.
Semantics aside, it appears that both sex-role modeling and
language are socially constructed and constructive entities, and the
impact of both is evidenced in young children.

It is the melding of

sex-role models and language through the medium ot children's picture
books that is of primary concern in the development of this thesis.
Sex-Role Modeling, Language and Children's Picture Books
Picture books are generally one of the earliest methods of
introducing culture and language to children.

Parents often read to
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their children long before exposure to pre-school or peer-related
activities.

Further, picture book content is typically conveyed by a

trusted and loved caretaker within a context of warmth and closeness.
Finally, primary caretakers function as absolute authority figures in
a young child's world, given a child's limited exposure to additional
social influences.

This implies that, whatever the messages, they

are conveyed in an atmosphere of unquestioning acceptance.

The im

plication of picture books as one factor in sex-role socialization
seems likely as children as young as two years of age have some grasp
of sex-roles and concomitant expectations (Leinbach & Fagot, 1986;
Cowan & Hoffman, 1986).
Edith King (1973) takes a similar position:
probably the most important and influential educational mater
ials in the young child's classroom are first readers, those
picture books, storybooks, workbooks and primers with which
children learn to read. . . . The campaign for publishers
to provide more meaningful, realistic, and honest views of
inner city and family life for beginning readers in the public
schools of America has been waged since the early 1950s . . . .
More recently it has been women's organizations that have en
tered the fray with a range of ammunition including a biblio
graphy of appropriate non-sexist children's books. . . . (p.
75)
A respectable sprinkling of content analyses of children's
literature are strewn in the journals across disciplines.

Research

has most frequently attempted to answer the question, "Why does Bobby
dress himself, while Martha does not?" through tallies of male and
female characters, and occupations and activities engaged in by
characters. Findings have generally been interpreted through diluted
social learning, social construction, or feminist perspectives.
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Weitzman, Eifler, Hokada and Ross (1972) was the first to com
prehensively analyze the content of children's picture books, such as
Caldecott award winners and Golden Books, from a feminist perspec
tive.

She concluded that female characters were underrepresented

compared to male characters, both numerically and in terms of role
diversity. Weitzman et al., in audaciously placing the concept of
sexism in children's literature on the table

generated the contro

versy necessary to spur on other social scientists.

Her work, as

well as her findings were replicated time and again.

A body of

literature exploring differential treatment of female and male char
acters in children's literature has thusly been created.
Longitudinal studies and temporal comparisons of children's
literature which followed the Weitzman et al. (1972) work have en
lightened us concerning changes which may or may not have occurred
over time, or as a result of intervening social variables such as
demands by minorities, particularly women, for more realistic char
acterizations. Awareness of the stereotypical images of females and
other minorities in children's literature has been reified.
in children's literature has been made highly visible.
defined and is therefore consciously accessible.

Sexism

It has been

Sexism in child

ren's literature has been placed squarely within the sociological do
main and has, therefore, been legitimized as an area worthy of fur
ther study.
Nevertheless, one feels a weary sense of de je vue in review
ing this collection.

While these exercises taken as a whole have not
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been futile, they have not been particularly innovative, from a fem
inist perspective.

Collectively, these analyses failed to take into

account the critical link between consequences received by the model
and subsequent behavioral options and outcomes for the observer.
Further, fear of negative consequences for breaches of prescribed
gender appropriate behavior, and the possibility that coercive, al
beit subtle, messages alluding to such negative consequences are
embedded within children's literature has not been explored or even
questioned.

Failure to directly address male dominance, the role of

coercion in female oppression and the link between modeled conse
quences and imitation drives home the certainty that past research
has missed the mark.
Preview of the Study
The interrogative, Why does Bobby, while Martha does not?,
guides this study as it has guided research in the past.

Specific

findings in sex-role and social learning research and arguments of
linguistic structuralists inform feminist theory in the formulation
of research questions, interpretation of findings and discussion
based upon the findings.
Through sex-role research we are aware that females are fear
ful (Birnbaum & Chemelski, 1984).

Evidence indicates that females

fear negative consequences for inappropriate sex-role behavior (Hea
therington et al., 1989).

Consequences received by the model deter

mine whether or not modeled behavior will be selected by the observer
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(Katz & Walsh, 1991).

Receipt, anticipation and fear of negative

consequences coercively constrains both the options and behavior of
females (Boggiano & Barrett, 1991; Heatherington et al., 1989; Sch
walbe & Staples, 1991).

Such consequences or the anticipation or

fear of punishment contributes to the oppression of women.
Through the study of linguistic structure and ordering, it is
apparent that language also serves a socializing function frequently
overlooked at the conscious or surface level.

Such structures and

ordering have generally served to exclude or subordinate and, there
fore, to oppress women.
Thus far, sex-role modeling, language, coercion, children's
literature and oppression of women have all been discussed.

These

ostensibly disconnected pieces are incorporated in the following
research question:

Do children's picture books, a literature we have

been led to believe is necessary and good for the development of all
children, specifically Little Golden Books™, relay coercive messages
to females and therefore, contribute to oppression of women?

It is

the formulation of this specific research question that sets this
work apart from its predecessors.
Five general areas have been examined in an effort to address
the research problem:

(1) Consequences received by characters engag

ed in instrumental-independent activities; (2) Instrumental-indepen
dent versus passive-dependent portrayals of female and male charact
ers; (3) Female visibility; (4) Dominance and submission as conveyed
through size, location and posturing of pictured characters; and (5)
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Changes which may have occurred longitudinally in selected samples of
Little Golden Books™ spanning two decades.
The lens or theoretical orientation through which findings are
filtered is that of feminism.

The basic premise of feminist theory

is that women constitute an oppressed group.
choose to be oppressed.

They are subordinated through deceit, nega

tive consequences, punishers or coercion.
lenses.

Groups do not freely

Prepare now to adjust your

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Content Analyses of Children's Literature
Studies investigating children's literature in the U.S. prior
to contemporary feminist activity include those conducted by Richard
Mandel of the University of Chicago, Sara Zimet of the University of
Colorado and Lenore Weitzman, a Yale sociologist.

Mandel examined

the Rollo series of primary readers published from 1844 to 1860, and
the Dick and Jane series of primary readers published during the
1950s.

Zimet

studied primary readers from six time periods begin

ning with 1600-1776 and ending with 1940-1966.

Weitzman, analyzed

the content of children's picture books, including Little Golden
Books™, all Caldecott award winners from 1938 to 1971 and Newberry
Award winners (King, 1973, pp. 75-77).
Mandel concluded that "children's books reflect the wishes of
the wider society for the type of life it desires for its youth"
(King, 1973, p. 76).

Zimet concluded that "the agents of socializa

tion among the childs first readers are powerful forces which up to
now have echoed the viciousness that is the subtle heritage of Amer-

ican stereotypical behavior . .

" (King, 1973, p. 77).

Weitzman et

al., (1972) found that females were both underrepresented compared
to males, and characterized stereotypically in children's picture
books.

Weitzman et al., concluded that "through preschool picture
16
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books, girls are taught to have low aspirations because there are so
few opportunities portrayed as available to them" (p. 1146).
Based upon the Weitzman et al. (1972) findings, Kolbe and La
Voie (1981) examined 19 Caldecott Medal winners and honor selections
for the years 1972 through 1979 to determine whether or not the sex
role stereotypes in children's literature found by Weitzman
ed, given the gravity of feminist activity.

prevail

Comparisons with the

Weitzman et al. (1972) data were facilitated through similar measure
ments:

each of the nineteen books in the Kolbe and LaVoie (1981)

study was examined to determine the number of both human and animal
females and males in each book (represented both verbally and pic
torially), sex of the main character, sex of the title character, sex
of the character on the front and back of the book cover, sex of the
author and illustrator, significance of the role played by each char
acter and the presence of at least one character in each book.
Kolbe and LaVoie (1981) justified the restriction of their
sample based upon the Weitzman conclusion that Caldecott winners
were/are representative of most picture books.

Comparison of their

data with the Weitzman data led them to conclude that the frequency
of female characters and pictures increased.

However, stereotyped

role characterizations persisted.
Davis (1984) critiqued the Weitzman study suggesting that
the credibility of these picture book behavioral portraits is
seriously undermined as a result of the methodological limita
tions of this research. Neither operational definitions of
behavioral categories, nor criteria for making differential
judgements were detailed in (this) study. The units of anal
ysis were unclear, and no documentation of the reliability of

any assessment procedure was presented. . .judgements of sex
differences in the behaviors displayed by male and female
characters were made without the benefit of statistical anal
yses. Thus, the charge of sexism in the behavioral portrayals
in preschool picture books, as distinguished from social role
portrayals has not yet been convincingly demonstrated in the
research. However, concern over the possibility, if not real
ity, of stereotyp ing in picture books--given their potentially
significant role in sex-role learning and socialization of
preschool children--has resulted in an interest in and demand
for alternatives, (i.e., positive image or nonsexist books).
Groups and organizations intent on eliminating distorted ster
eotyp es in children's literature have compiled bibliographies
of purportedly nonsexist books (Feminist Book Mart, 1975; Fem
inists on Children's Media, 1974; Women's Action Alliance,
1973), and publishing companies have been established to pro
duce these nontraditional alternatives (e.g., Feminist Press,
Lollyp op Power). (p. 6)
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Davis (1984) refined and clarified operational definitions,
employed blinded coders whose decisions were independently evaluated
for reliability, and adjusted sampling procedures to address the
following questions:

Are sex differentiated behaviors manifest in

conventional picture books?

Do male and female characterizations

differ in conventional and nonsexist books?
His sample included fifty nonsexist books, i.e., books listed
in bibliographies published by Feminists on Children's Media (1974),
Feminist Book Mart (1975), Women's Action Alliance (1973) and books
by

the Feminist Press and Lollypop Power.

In addition, conventional

books, twenty-six Caldecott Award winners and runners up between 1965
and 1975, and twenty best-sellers, including selections from The New
York Times Book Review Best Seller list between 1965 and 1972 as well
as selections identified by publishers as best-sellers (>100,000 cop
ies sold) for this time period were chosen.

Additional selection

criteria included at least one male and/or female human main char-
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acter and one or more plot or story lines so that books devoid of
humans, and wordless picture books such as A

B

C

and counting

books were excluded (1984).
Davis (1984), while conceding that his analysis was restricted
to include main characters, concluded:

(a) Male and female char

acters in non-sexist and conventional picture books differ signifi
cantly, with independence being the major differentiating factor
(based on discriminate function analysis of four variables); (b)
Contrary to previous findings, "no sex differences were found in the
behaviors exhibited by female and male characters in either the
award-winning or best-selling picture books" (p. 13); (c) Males ap
peared as main characters twice as often as females in the sample of
conventional books.
White (1986) surveyed plot summaries of literature recommended
for children twelve years of age or younger.

Dependency themes for

males and females were selected for analysis.

White concluded that

girls and women in children's fiction are stereotyped as helpless
females in need of male protection.
Collins, Ingoldsby and Dellmann (1984) replicated and extended
the Weitzman study to determine whether or not female characteriza
tions in picture books had changed to reflect changes in womens' work
roles.

Seventeen factors were selected for analysis and comparison

with the Weitzman findings.

They included:

(1) Female in title; (2) Male in title; (3) female in central
role; (4) male in central role; (5) female in pictures; (6)
male in pictures; (7) male and female together in pictures;
(8) female animals; (9) male animals; (10) male and female
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animals together; (11) character types without sex; (12) cen
tral character; (13) role function; (14) activity inside or
outside; (15) major theme; (16) women in traditional or non
traditional roles; and (17) type of occupation character in
volved in. (p. 280)
Collins, Ingoldsby and Dellmann (1984) hypothesized that chang
es in female labor market participation would be reflected in child
ren's books with more females present in titles, illustrations and
central roles.

Sixteen Caldecott winners and runners-up from 1979 to

1982 were selected for analysis.
following ways:

The books were categorized in the

Stories with females in central roles, stories with

males in central roles and stories with females and males sharing
central roles.

Each of these three categories was subdivided to

determine: (a) whether the role function of the main character was
active or passive, (b) whether the main character was inside or out
side, and (c) whether females were depicted in traditional or non
traditional roles for each story.

They further divided the sixteen

books according to sex of author and determined, on the basis of the
seventeen criteria, whether the book was sexist or nonsexist and
tabulated the percentages for each.
They found greater sexual equality between females and males.
Differences between females and males had decreased substantially.
Females in titles, pictures and central roles had increased in proportion to males.

Further, when females were featured in a central

role they were portrayed as nontraditional, but when females were not
in the central role they continued to display traditional, stereo
typed female characteristics.

Female authors appeared to be more
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sexist than men (Collins, Ingoldsby & Dellmann, 1984)!
Williams, Jr., Vernon, Williams, and Malecha (1987) examined
fifty-three Caldecott winners and runners-up from 1972 to 1976, "with
particular attention to the twenty-four Caldecotts of the 1980's" (p.
149).

Operational definitions of behavioral variables developed by

Davis were utilized, as were intercoder reliability assessments and
tests of statistical significance.

Differences between Weitzman et

al., and Williams, Jr. et al., proportions were tested with Fisher's
Exact test.
Again, the guiding question was whether or not feminist activi
ties of the late sixties and particularly the seventies impacted upon
the content of children's literature.

Williams, Jr., et. al (1987),

concluded that the number of depicted females had moved closer to
parity with males.

However, females were boring and lifeless, while

males were portrayed as active, persistent and independent.

Further

more, they found near unanimity in conformity to traditional gender
roles.
Tetenbaum and Pearson (1989), based upon the socializing power
attributed to children's literature and the distinctive moral orien
tations of males and females proposed by Gilligan (1977), examined
fifty works of fiction published for school aged children between
1974 and 1984 for moral and self-orientations of male and female
characters.

They hypothesized that fictional characters, regardless

of authors sex, would exemplify gender-linked expectations.

Both fe

male and male characters were found to be highly stereotyped with re-
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gard to both moral and self-orientation.
Purcell and Stewart (1990) surveyed sixty-two elementary school
readers containing 1883 stories. Each story was summarized and class
ified according to gender-centeredness.

Occupations and traits such

as bravery and cleverness were tallied by sex of character.

The

authors found that much higher percentages of male characters than
female characters appeared whether the stories involved animals or
humans.

Further, there were 136 careers mentioned for males, but

only 80 careers mentioned for females.

Females were portrayed as

needing rescue in many more instances than boys.
Kortenhaus and Demarest (1993) selected twenty-five Caldecotts
published from the 1940s through the 1980s and 125 nonaward picture
books from this same time period.
basis of availability.
every

Caldecotts were selected on the

Nonaward books were selected by choosing

twenty-fifth book on the shelves in the children's department

of various libraries.
Frequency counts of females and males in title, central role
and pictures were broken down by decade of publication for compara
tive analysis.

During the course of the analysis, the authors found

that eighteen clearly delineated activities were most prevalent.
These activities were categorized as either instrumental-independent
or

passive-dependent actions.

category.

Nine activities were placed in either

Instrumental-independent activities included playing ball,

riding a bike or horse, climbing, running, swimming or fishing, help
ing others, making something, solving a problem and active outdoor
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play.

Passive-dependent activities included playing house, picking

flowers, housework helping, caring for sibling, caring for pet,
watching others play, needing help, causing a problem and quiet in
door play.

Frequencies were tabulated for both females and males.

Ratio comparisons between Weitzman data and this data revealed
discrepancies between the two sets of findings indicating that the
number of female and male characterizations are approaching parity.
However, the authors concluded that the way in which females and
males are characterized is still sexist and biased.
Crabb and Bielawski (1994) examined illustrations in all Cald
ecott award and honor books published from 1937 to 1989 to determine
the extent to which material culture is prescribed for gender.

They

began with the premise that an object's gender markings may consti
tute a semiotic code which would indicate its use by either males or
females.

This code would direct boys and girls to learn about, ac

quire and utilize such an object differentially.

Further, they pos

ited that since toys associated with domestic activities are asso
ciated with females and nondomestic toys are linked to males, these
linkages suggest gender-based division of labor.
Illustrations which portrayed at least one gender unambiguous
character using an artifact (human-made object) were culled from all
books and analyzed.

Artifacts used by characters were categorized as

household, production or personal artifacts.

The sample included

1,613 illustrations, including 416 showing female characters and
1,197 showing male characters.
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The authors found a much greater proportion of female than male
characters using household artifacts, while a larger proportion of
male than female characters were illustrated using production arti
facts.

There was no decrease in the proportion of females shown us

ing household artifacts over time, but a very slight decrease in the
proportion of females using production artifacts over time.

Crabb

and Bielowski (1994) concluded that "it may be of course that Cald
ecott medal and

honors books intentionally prescribe the industrial

era material-culture division of labor" (p. 78).
Summary
The preponderance of evidence collected through content anal
yses of children's literature indicates that females continue to be
less visible than males.

'While females appear to be moving toward

numerical parity with males, females continue to be stereotyped and
depictions continue to be sexist. Females are characterized as help
less, dependent and boring.
Weitzman et al. (1972) asserted that "through preschool picture
books, girls are taught to have low aspirations because there are so
few opportunities portrayed as available to them" (p. 1146).

Kolbe

and LaVoie (1981) concluded that the frequencies of female characters
and pictures increased over those found by Weitzman, while stereotyp
ed role characterizations persisted (1981).
Williams, Jr., et al., (1987) concluded that females had moved
closer to numerical parity with males.

However, female characters
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were consistently portrayed in traditional gender roles, and were
boring in contrast to males who were active and independent.

Korten

haus and Demarest (1993) found that the number of female and male
characterizations are approaching parity.

However, portrayals of

females and males are still sexist and biased.
White (1986) concluded that girls and women in children's fic
tion

are characterized as helpless and in need of male protection.

Tetenbaum and Pearson (1989) found that both females and males were
highly stereotyped regarding moral and self-orientation.
Purcell and Stuart (1990) found females in need of rescue much
more frequently than boys.

Further, a much higher percentage of

males than females appeared, and only eighty careers were mentioned
for females, in contrast to 136 careers mentioned for males.
Crabb and Bielowski (1994) found that males pictured using a
cultural artifact outnumbered females at a three to one ratio.

The

authors also found a much larger proportion of females using house
hold artifacts, while a larger proportion of males were illustrated
using production artifacts.
Davis (1984), in his comparison of non-sexist and conventional
picture books found that female and male characters differed signifi
cantly between the two samples, primarily on the independence vari
able.

He found no sex differences in behaviors exhibited by female

and male characters in conventional picture books.

However, he con

ceded that males appeared as main characters twice as often as fe
males in this sample.
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Collins, Ingoldsby and Dellmann (1984) found greater parity
between female and male characters in Caldecotts published from 19791982.

Specifically, more females were featured in titles, pictures

and central roles than found by Weitzman.

However, only females in

central roles were portrayed nontraditionally.

Female authors ap

peared to be more sexist than men.
Criticisms
Studies conducted since the Weitzman et al. (1972) analysis
contribute to a body of knowledge generally supporting her conclu
sions.

However, Davis, in exploring the purported impact of feminist

activities, refined methodology only to assert that the Weitzman
findings were erroneous. Davis did not examine the Weitzman data
base.

Davis' analysis consisted of publications from 1965 to 1975.

Weitzman's sample included some, but not all, of those explored by
Davis.

Caldecotts published from 1938 to 1971, in addition to Golden

Books were investigated by Weitzman.

The Davis sample was taken from

a time period following the Weitzman study and following the publica
tion of feminist bibliographies.

Whether or not lag time had an im

pact remains both an unanswered and an irrelevant question.
Authors who followed Weitzman, including Davis, have inferred
(or hoped to find) a link between feminist activities and content in
children's books.
atic.

Inferences based upon speculation remain problem

Kolbe and LaVoie cite a 1979 publication by Brooks-Gunn and

Matthews alluding to the recent awareness of publishers concerning
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sex-role stereotyping in children's literature.

Indeed, much of the

work following the Weitzman study purports to investigate the impact
(or lack of impact) of feminist activity on content in children's
picture books.

However, the 1960s and 1970s did not generate femin

ism; rather, this movement has been ongoing prior to the 1920s as
evidenced by the passage of womens' suffrage.
Nevertheless, significant differences between the Weitzman and
later samples have been found and attributed to the feminist move
ment.

The primary differences are increases in the number of females

pictured and the number of females pictured in central roles.
proaching parity is not the equivalent of being at parity.

Ap

Further,

an approach to numeric parity is not synonymous with equality, in
terms of the ways in which characters are portrayed.
the majority of authors

Unfortunately,

who followed Weitzman were asking the wrong

questions.
Bandura et al. (1961) and Bern and Bern (1970) suggest that
media displays may be mechanisms of social learning.

Shepelak et

al., (1984) concluded that arbitrarily labeling an occupation or role
as gender appropriate or inappropriate influenced perception and
restricted participation of children in such typed activities along
gender lines.

Sex-role identity is thought by many to be in place by

age three (Kuhn, Nash & Brucken, 1978; Cowan & Hoffman, 1986).
Schwartz and Markham (1985) and Katz and Walsh (1991) found
that children imitated models, particularly nontraditional models,
more frequently and for longer durations when the models received
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positive reinforcement or consequences.

Inappropriate, or non-ster

eotyped behaviors elicited negative or coercive consequences (Etaugh
& Riley, 1983; Janman, 1989; Boggiano & Barrett, 1991).
Fear has been found to be an emotion both experienced by fe
males and projected by males to be a female attribute.

Fear of suc

cess, fear of failure, fear of unpopularity, fear of ugliness, fear
of an infinite variety of social punishers and fear of violence are
all documented female preoccupations from preschool to retirement
(Janman, 1989; Etaugh & Riley, 1983; Heatherington et al., 1989;
Schwalbe & Staples, 1991).

Preschool males describe females as fear

ful (Birnbaum & Chemelski, 1984).
Where does all this fear come from?

Perhaps, through picture

books girls are taught to have low aspirations not only "because few
opportunities are portrayed as available to them" (Weitzman et al.,
1972, p. 1146), but because they are taught, through fictional role
models, to fear consequences if they step out of socially defined
roles.
Clearly, the initial step in the modeling process is the pre
sentation of modeled behavior to an observer.

Previous studies are

correct in placing great emphasis on that criterium.

However, the

consequences received by the model following the behavioral display
are vital in determining whether or not the behavior will be selected
for imitation.

Failure to take consequences into consideration is a

major flaw in this entire body of research!
Further, documentation has not to this date been located which
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would indicate that females experience fear because opportunities are
not portrayed as available to them.

However, research findings do

indicate not only that females are fearful, but that they are fearful
of negative consequences for engaging in sex-atypical behavior (Hea
therington et al., 1989).
One can only speculate as to why the critical link between
consequences for model and imitation by observer has been overlooked
by authors researching children's literature.

Speculation leads one

to suspect that researchers were not women, or were not women fitted
with the proper lenses.

A solid feminist theoretical framework would

have generated research questions reflexively.

Those questions would

have been both asked and answered taking into account that we live in
a two class system in which women constitute an oppressed group.
Prepare now to adjust your lenses!

CHAPTER III
FEMINIST THEORY: CREATION AND MAINTENANCE OF
WOMEN AS AN OPPRESSED GROUP
Feminist Theoretical Assumptions
An analogy is frequently drawn between the theoretical paradigm
one embraces and lenses through which one views the world.

Utopian

theorists might be said to see the world through rose colored lenses.
Functionalists might be thought to view their world through specta
cles spattered with some organic or bodily substance.

Feminist the

ory is said to be like viewing the world through a kaleidoscope, al
though the multifaceted, mosaic visual field of the arthropod lens
might be a more precise analogue.
Feminism, then, is not monoptic or bioptic. It might be thought
of as a philosophical orientation which cuts across categorical dimensions, incorporating aspects of various perspectives, when deemed
applicable, while ignoring, refuting or discarding elements that ap
pear erroneous or useless in understanding the social world.

Femin-

ist theory has thusly been criticized for being a group of assump
tions that are lumped together without any unity or coherence; as
being untidy.

It is time to put these notions to rest.

While indebted to many theorists, Feminism is grounded in Heg
elian thought.

Hegel argued (Ashley & Orenstein, 1985) that

understanding involves our ability to make sense of the world
that is through learning
through interpretive theorizing
30
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how to use language competently. Reasoning however, involves
understanding plus the ability to reflect on how language is
being used. (p. 139).
This phenominological approach to knowledge, characteristic of cri
tical theory including feminism, was proposed by Hegel as an alterna
tive to positivism and empiricism.
Two schools of feminism are at times discussed.

American fem-

inists are categorized as socialist or materialist feminists, philo
sophically grounded in Marxist notions that the fundamental cause of
social arrangements is organization of production and division of
labor (Flax, 1987).

French feminism has come to be associated with

structuralism of a particularly semiotic nature, whereby social re
lations are created, maintained and understood through language and
discourse.

Such dualisms have generally been dismissed by feminists

themselves who see this conceptualization as divisive (Adam, 1989;
Fisher, 1988; Baruch, 1987; Flax, 1987; Young-Bruehl, 1987).
Adams (1989) argues that
Feminism is a holism in which the idea of everything affect
ing everything else is no longer meaningless because it theor
izes that very process. It is an understanding that places
asymmetry, interactions, transactions and irreversibility at
the center. All leave their irreversible mark on the world.
(p. 469).
Feminism then, is an understanding that reality is a socially con
structed and socially constructing process.

But it is more.

Fundamental underlying assumptions direct all feminist peda
gogy. Central is the belief that women constitute an oppressed group,
either economically, ideologically, or both.

A second common assump

tion involves the reflexive role of women in the creation and con-
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consumption of knowledge.

Young-Bruehl (1987) suggests that the

reflexive researcher both asks and answers how questions have been,
and are being posed.

Women experience a culture unique to them be

cause of their oppression and simultaneous participation in the dom
inant culture.

They develop a perspective Walker, Martin and Thomp

son (1988) have coined "double vision" (p. 3717).

Based upon this

notion of double vision, feminists argue that when women are the
subjects or objects of research, such research should be conducted by
women.

More succinctly, research about women should be done by wo-

men.
Reflexitivity implies that subject and object are inseparable
and therefore, research about women can only be adequately conducted
by women.

Given that double vision enables women to experience is

sues from two perspectives, women are in the best position to both
ask pertinent questions, and answer appropriately regarding them
selves.

Further, women should create their unique knowledge system.

A knowledge system created by men, about women, should not be imposed
upon women. Reflexitivity underscores feminist theory.
Deconstruction, the practice of taking apart and negating the
primacy of accepted notions (Ashley & Orenstein, 1985), is but ano
ther element common to feminism.

This is a particularly effective

tool for dissolving ideological assumptions.

The first step in the

deconstructive process is to recognize that truth is not objective
but constructed within a social context.

Next, one must recognize

and make visible (name) what needs to be negated.

Finally, breaking
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down into its component parts (atomizing) and challenging those no
tions either by generating an historical analysis of their origins or
by presenting alternate explanations (reconstructing) may lead to
skepticism concerning their validity, bringing about consciousness to
unseat prevailing ideologies (Ashley & Orenstein, 1985).
Praxis is also a common element of feminism.

Theory should not

be about abstractions that have no relevance to the lives of real
people.

Rather it should be applied to the solution of problems and

the betterment of conditions through alterations of political, eco
nomic and ideological structures.

Flax argues that while the analy

sis of gender-relations is the fundamental goal of feminism, any
analysis of gender relations must include: analysis of male domina
tion; prescriptive elements--how to alter the structure of male
domination; and political action--effort directed to bringing about
changes in the structures of families, educational institutions and
work environments (Flax, 1987).

Cook and Fonow (1986) argue that

feminist research is not research about women, but research for
women.

In short, the feminist is the social activist.
Visibility, or the lack of it, remains a common theme of fem

inism.

Women, as a group have been systematically excluded from

participation in certain areas of politics, economic pursuit and
production of knowledge.

When women do come to occupy more domi

nant roles in society hegemony dictates that they are dealt with as
if nonexistent or as if they have risen because they are essentially
men in womens' clothing. Women and their circumstances as women are
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invisible.

Flax (1987) points out that, "the single most important

advance in feminist theory is that the existence of gender relations
has been problemized" (p. 627).
Dialectical processes, deconstruction--the act of negating
established modes, the notion of reflexitivity--that subject and ob
ject are inseparable (Adams, 1989), and praxis--fusion of theory and
practice (Adams, 1989), are tools initially developed by Hegel (Ash
ley & Orenstein, 1985).

Critical theorists, following this phenomi

nological path, have refined and articulated Hegelian principles
until a virtual cornucopia of ideas has been set before us.

Con

tributions of primary consideration in this work include those of
fered by Marx, Veblen and structuralists Barthes and Griemas.
Marxian Contributions
Although Marx did not specifically address the plight of women,
feminism owes much to Marxian materialism.

The notion that women

constitute an exploited and oppressed class gains credibility in
feminist opposition to factors limiting them in the world of work
production.

Marx proposed that the productive mode of any society is

comprised of both productive forces and social relations.

Productive

forces include labor, both mental and physical, the means of produc
tion and raw materials.

Social relations develop on the basis of

ownership of productive forces (Ashley & Orenstein, 1985).

Labor is

exchanged for cash payment in capitalist societies, making labor as
well as the means of production and raw materials the property of the
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capitalist.

Social relations become that of the owner (capitalist/

men) and the owned (worker/women).
According to Marx and Engels (1987),
the bourgeoisie has left no other bond between man and man than
callous cash payment. It has resolved personal worth into ex
change value. . . veiled by religious and political illusions,
it has substituted naked, shameless, direct brutal exploita
ion. . . . The bourgeoisie has torn away from the family its
sentimental veil, and has reduced the family relation to a mere
monetary relation. (p. 16)
Women who are unable to exchange their labor for cash payment
are doubly exploited.

In the first instance an inability to exchange

labor for cash in a capitalist system means that women have no legi
timate means for obtaining subsistence on an equal footing with other
societal members.

Second, the capitalist system keeps in place

through hegemony the ideology that makes women's labor the property
of the family, the male, and not her own.

Her labor in this realm is

taken without exchange as she is tied to the production of workers
for the capitalist system for which she is not compensated.
her labor, not just surplus labor, is stolen.

All of

She is like a bone

thrown to the junkyard dog to distract him from his miserable, chained existence.
Marx proposed that ideologies supporting social relations are
inextricably linked to productive forces.

As a dominant group gains

control over the material means of production or the infrastructure,
it also gains control over the production of knowledge, the super
structure, which justifies and maintains its dominance.
Engels (1987) stated that

Marx and
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the ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling
ideas: i.e., the class which is the ruling material force of
society, is at the same time its ruling intellectual force.
The class which has the means of material production at its
disposal, has control at the same time over the means of men
tal production, so that thereby generally speaking, the ideas
of those who lack the means of material production are sub
ject to it. The ruling ideas are nothing more than the ideal
expression of the dominant material relationships, the domi
nant material relationships grasped as ideas; hence the re
lationships which make the one class the ruling one, therefore
the ideas of its dominance. The individuals composing the rul
ing class possess among other things consciousness, and there
fore think. . . . (They) rule also as thinkers, as producers
of ideas, and regulate the production and distribution of the
ideas of their age: Thus their ideas are the ruling ideas of
the epoch. . . ruling class ideas. . .increasingly take on the
form of universality. For each new class which puts itself in
the place of one ruling before it, is compelled merely to carry
through its aim, to represent its interest as the common in
terest. . . it will give its ideas the form of universality and
represent them as the only rational, universally valid ones.
Every new class, therefore achieves its hegemony. . . . (pp.

21-22)

Ideologies are created and maintained by the dominant group
(males) characterizing women as helpless, incapable, petty, argu
mentative, less stable and not fit for work because of their physio
logy or emotional make-up.
visible.

Females are characterized thusly, when

These notions are kept alive through hiring practices which

either exclude women altogether or relegate them to inferior or in
visible positions.

These characterizations also create the illusion

that women can't be trusted even by other women and has served as a
divisive mechanism that isolates women from one another and subverts
development of class consciousness.
The exclusion of women from the labor market and relegation to
domestic spheres not only renders women incapable of providing their
own subsistence, it therefore, insures their dependence on males, as
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well as reinforces their fitness for this work.

This exclusionary

practice prevents women from consuming and creating the knowledge
necessary to throw off their shackles and serves to isolate women
from one another.

Isolation curtails both the development of class

consciousness in women and the development of relationships necessary
to pursue goals as a group.
Marx and Engels (1987) addressed the division of labor within
classes in the following way:
The division of labor. . . manifests itself also in the ruling
class as the division of mental and material labor, so that in
side this class one part appears as the thinkers of the class
(its active, conceptive ideologists) who make the perfecting of
the illusions of the class about itself their chief source of
livelihood while the others' attitude to these ideas and illu
sions is more passive and receptive, because they are in real
ity the active members of this class and have less time to make
up illusions and ideas about themselves. (p. 21)
Marx failed to say that women generally have the least time of
any segment of any class to make up illusions and ideas about them
selves.

While one segment of the male population creates the illu

sions distributed by males as a class, women as a class bear the bulk
of domestic and child-rearing responsibilities.

These responsibili

ties coupled with career obligations put women at a clear disadvan
tage in terms of generating or disseminating ideology.
Marx applied the dialectical process to material and histori
cal analyses.

He assumed that at any point in history there will be

both a dominant (thesis) and a subordinate (antithesis) class.
the competition for resources strain will be introduced.

In

This

strain, if forceful enough will bring about the downfall of the dom-
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inant group, but not without altering the subordinate class as well.
This clash results in a transformation (synthesis) of society whereby
elements of both classes merge to form a new social condition.

The

synthesis then becomes the new thesis to be challenged anew and in
this way society progresses.

In a Marxian conceptualization of so-

cial relations class consciousness was a prerequisite to successfully challenging the hierarchy.

Both reflexitivity and deconstruc-

tion were methods of analysis utilized to explicate social structure
and bring about the consciousness necessary to challenge that structure.

In The German Ideology (Marx & Engels, 1985) he states:
In direct contrast to German Philosophy, which descends from
heaven to earth, here we ascend from earth to heaven. That is
to say, we do not set out from what men say, imagine, conceive,
nor from what men as narrated, thought of, imagined, conceived
in order to arrive at men in the flesh. We set out from real,
active men, and on the basis of their real life-process we
demonstrate the development of the ideological reflexes and
echoes of this life process. (p. 163)
The development of consciousness for women as a class has pro

gressed slowly and incompletely.

Female researchers, businesswomen

or members of the intelligencia may utilize reflexitivity and decon
struction effectively to raise consciousness for the many on a limit
ed number of highly visible issues, or for the few on a broad range
of issues.

However, the majority of American women still suffer due

to false consciousness.

If it were otherwise, magazines such as

Ladies Home Journal and Better Homes and Gardens would be bankrupt!
Marx' life was an exercise in praxis.

In 1844 he helped to

found the German-French Annals, a radical journal.

He was actively

involved in the Communist movement and attended the Second Congress
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of the Communist League in 1847.

Marx and Engels traveled to Cologne

in 1848 to participate in the German revolution.

From 1864-1872 Marx

was active in the International Working Men's Association and attend
ed meetings nearly every week (Ashley & Orenstein, 1985).
Feminists have utilized praxis over a period of several gen
erations.

Women, as early as the 1860s organized in parlor groups to

exchange ideas and develop strategies in pursuit of their political,
economic and ideological goals.

Parlor groups were instrumental in

the development of class consciousness for a limited number of women.
Women were prominent in the abolitionist movement and promoted
the establishment of orphanages to care for abandoned children. Suf
fragette activities culminated in the vote for women in 1920.

Fem

inists, through demonstrations, the vote, financial support for can
didates and endorsements from interest groups such as N.O.W.,
A.A.U.W. and League of Women Voters, have impacted law regarding
reproductive rights and hiring practices.
Women who have achieved positions of economic or political
power are mentoring and promoting women.
public office.

Women are electing women to

Women engaged in the production and distribution of

knowledge are asking and answering research questions from a feminist
perspective, thereby contributing to the consciousness of women as a
class.

And yet, despite the progress of women over the past one hun

dred years, women remain an oppressed group.
accomplished!

There is much to be
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Thorsten Veblen and the Feminist Paradigm
Feminism cannot ignore the contributions of Veblen, such as
his theory on the development and maintenance of womens' status as
property, the removal of women from visible production, the oppres
sion of women by means of force, if necessary, and the visibility of
women in general.

Veblen clearly understood the plight of women and

articulated this exploitation of women by men in 1899 when Theory of
the Leisure Class was first published.
Although Veblen's (1899) materialism diverges considerably from
that of Marx and Engels, he envisioned a two class system:

the in

dustrious class does the work that is beneficial to society as a
whole, while the predatory class exploits the industrious class
through fraud and force.

He believed that repetition of particular

types of labor created habits of thought, but also believed that ha
bits of thought were shaped through emulation of the predatory class,
coercion, and selective elimination of noncompliance (Veblen, 1899).
Veblen (1899) proposed that society has evolved through
three stages: savagery, barbarianism and civilization.

In savage

society, the earliest human condition, division by class did not
exist, as all members were actively engaged in subsistence activi
ties, primarily gathering and agriculture.

Individuals were peace

able, sedentary, poor and individual ownership was not a salient
feature.

Division of labor was minimal at this stage.

When subsistence was easily obtained, a portion of the group
was freed from a daily routine of

drudgery labor to pursue hunting.
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While hunting activities may have contributed to the well-being of
the group it was by

no means the major contribution to subsistence

as is sometimes thought.
tact with other groups.
infliction of

injury

At some point these hunters came into con
The men of the group became accustomed to

by

force through war or hunting or both.

Customary infliction of injury

by

force was a prerequisite for

transition to the next level of development Veblen called barbarism
(Veblen, 1899).
As these hunters spent more time away

from the group, more

time in predatory activities and less time in activities which act
ually contributed to subsistence, they gradually developed notions
of superiority and inferiority based upon exploitation. Those who
contributed to subsistence through force, men, considered themselves
and their activities superior.

Those who contributed through drud

gery, women, were considered inferior.

Thus developed the habit of

thought persistent today that distinguishes industrious labor (that
of women and manual laborers) from predatory activities (war, hunt
ing, politics, public worship and public merrymaking).
In order for an individual to be deemed superior he must have
visible signs of his superiority.

Refusal to participate in drudgery

labor on the basis that these activities were unworthy led to con
siderable leisure time.

Consumption of leisure time and refusal of

drudgery labor became visible signs of the superiority of the preda
tory class.

Over a long period of time it became the man's right to

destroy or reduce to submission any force that might interfere with
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his position.
As Veblen (1899) stated,
it comes to be their office to hunt and fight while women do
everything else. Warrior and hunter are alike. They have
reaped where they have not sewn--an acquisition by seizure.
Any act not an assertion of prowess is unworthy. As the tra
dition gains consistency, the common sense of the community
erects it into a cannon of conduct; so that no employment and
no acquisition is morally possible to the self-respecting man
at this cultural stage, except as proceeds on the basis of
prowess--force or fraud. (p. 13)
In addition to drudgery work being relegated to women through
the use of force and fraud, Veblen believed that women were seized
through warfare, initially as trophies attesting to the prowess of
the warrior.

This gave rise not only to slavery, but to a type of

ownership-marriage, based on the warriors desire to display durable
signs of his successful exploits.

This is an important feature of

Veblen's thesis as it addresses the introduction of coercion and
spousal ownership into marital relations.

Veblen further argued that

the ownership of women extended to ownership of the products of their
labor.
Over long periods of time the accumulation of women as tro
phies, the accumulation of things and the conspicuous consumption of
leisure in activities that are relatively useless to the well-being
of the group became visible signs of male prowess and worthiness.

It

is important to note that these have all been accumulated through the
use of force and fraud.
As Veblen (1899) pointed out.
. . . there is reason to believe that the institution of owner
ship has begun with the ownership of persons, primarily women.
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The incentives to acquiring such property have apparently been:
(1) a propensity for dominance and coercion; (2) the utility of
these persons as evidence of the prowess of their owner; (3)
the utility of their services. (p. 41)
As society advanced to the civilized stage greater surplus
was produced than could be consumed.

Visible consumption of leisure

and things became important on an ever increasing scale.

Certain

members of the industrious class were removed from drudgery labor to
become body servants to the more successful members of the predatory
class.
wife.

Veblen posits that this may have initially been the favored
This established the practice of removing women from produc

tion for the specific purposes of consuming more leisure and making
that consumption more conspicuous to other group members through
vicarious consumption.
Through emulation it became the practice to remove women from
production and utilize their labor specifically for attending to
husband/owner comforts.

Over time it became important to demonstrate

that the master was so successful that even his body servants could
consume leisure.

Thus among the wealthier strata of the predatory

class women were removed from all work and dressed in clothing not
only unsuitable for work but which actually prevented them from work
ing as an obvious sign of their master's prowess.
Those members of the predatory class who could not, for eco
nomic reasons, remove women completely from labor removed them from
visible labor.

It is important to note that women were removed from

drudgery labor not to pursue their own interests or to consume lei
sure on their own behalf, but for the specific purpose of devoting
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their time and energy to enhancement of the master's image.
Veblen (1899) said that
in all grades and walks of life, and at any stage of the eco
nomic development, the leisure of the lady and of the lackey
differs from the leisure of the gentleman in his own right in
that it is an occupation of an ostensibly laborious kind. It
takes the form, in large measure, of a painstaking attention
to the service of the master, or to the maintenance and ela
boration of the household paraphernalia. . . the servant should
show not only an attitude of subservience, but also the ef
fects of special training and practice in subservience. The
first requisite of a good servant is that he should conspicu
ously know his place. (pp. 44-46)
Veblen (1899) proposed that habits of thought persisted long
after they had outlived their usefulness and "exercised a selective
surveillance over the development of men's aptitudes and inclina
tions" (p. 159).

However, Veblen believed that as individuals en

gaged in new activities they would develop new habits of thought. He
foresaw this for women.
Structuralist Contributions to Feminism
. . . man constructs the myths, the social institutions, vir
tually the whole world as he perceives it, and in so doing he
constructs himself. (Hawkes, 1977, p. 14)
Structuralism comes to us through linguistics and anthropology.
Structuralism is the belief that humans both construct and are constructed by society, particularly by language as that system of signs
and symbols is unique to our species.

As with most theoretical par

adigms there is methodological and interpretive diversification
within structuralism.

This exercise will confine its discussion to

the postulations of Roland Barthes and A. I. Greimas.
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Barthes distinguishes between two types of text: writerly and
readerly.

Writerly text is that which gives the reader a role in

creating her own reality in the present.

There is no underlying

"preordained real world" lurking under the surface.

It is often

strenuous reading or characterized as "unreadable" (Hawkes, 1977, p.
114).

Readerly texts are frequently classics, fairy tales or myths.

These texts (Hawkes, 1977) are described as
static, virtually read themselves and thus perpetuate an es
tablished view of reality and an established scheme of values,
frozen in time, yet serving still as an out-of-date model for
our world. . . saying this is what the world is like and always
will be. (p. 114)
Griemas (1977) asserts that all stories, myths and cultural
tales operate at two levels:

surface level and deep level.

He goes

on to say that "the content of the actions changes all the time, the
actors vary, but the enunciation-spectacle remains always the same,
for its permanence is guaranteed by the fixed distribution of the
roles" (p. 89).
In short, myths or fairy tales may vary in story line, char
acters, number of characters, setting in time and space and so forth
at the surface level.

Despite these distinctions and the appearance

that they are different stories, the underlying content may convey
the same message.
Surface and deep structures are analogous to the melody and
chords in a piece of music.

The text, at the surface level, reads

like a melody, while the roles are distributed in fixed and repeated
patterns, similar to chords, which are repeated again and again with
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little variation (Hawkes, 1977).

The listener, generally, is more

attentive to the melody than the chords.

The reader of text is

generally more attentive to the variations of a story at the surface
level than the repeated and patterned structure of roles at the deep
level.
For example, Robin Hood, Ernie's Work of Art and The Giant Who
Wanted Company

are three distinct children's stories.

Robin Hood,

the story of a benevolent villain, is set in medieval times.

Ernie's

Work of Art is the story of a contemporary boy who painted a picture.
The Giant Who Wanted Company is the story of an imaginary lonely
giant who threw a party.

These stories vary in terms of title, ac

tors, setting in time and place, action content and events which
tell the story at the surface level.

The texts are readerly in the

sense that they are "frozen in time, virtually read themselves and
perpetuate an

established view of reality" (Hawkes, 1977, p. 114).

So easily read are these stories that one may not consciously attend
to the repeated, patterned, fixed role distributions at the deep
level.

Nevertheless, patterns and role distributions create and

perpetuate "an established view of reality and an established scheme
of values" (Hawkes, 1977, p. 114).

CHAPTER IV
METHODS
Study Objectives
We have come to believe (or have been told to believe) in our
culture that it is important to expose our children to literature.
Therefore, children are introduced to children's stories through pic
ture books at a very early age.

Many, by now, are aware of the sex

ism which pervades children's literature thanks to Weitzman and those
who followed.

However, as researchers or parents we have not fully

addressed the consequences of sex role violations.
Indeed, there is a vague, perhaps semiconscious, awareness of
being afraid that seems to accompany being female, and it would ap
pear that fear haunts females from an early age (Birnbaum & Chemel
ski, 1984).

This undercurrent of fear has been alluded to, sometimes

pointedly, in the research literature.

In the sense that females

receive, anticipate and fear negative consequences for sex-role vio
lations (Boggiano & Barrett, 1991; Janman, 1989; Heatherington et
al., 1989; Etaugh & Riley, 1983; Schwalbe & Staples, 1991).
Although coercion may be defined as physically violent force,
for the purposes of this study coercion is defined as "the art of
restraining by strength or power as by law or authority; repression;
compulsion to compliance; restraint; constraint" (Webster, 1977, p.
195).

Perhaps, coercion, i.e., fear of negative consequences, is
47
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introduced to children early on through the medium of picture books.
Almost too sinister for consideration, this notion has trans
formed the question, "Why does Bobby, while Martha does not?" into
"Is Martha holding back because of perceived consequences?"

The

research questions, therefore, build upon and attempt to expand in
the traditional sense, the existing literature, while simultaneously
exploring a much neglected topic: consequences received by sex-role
models in children's picture books and the implications of such con
sequences on sex-role socialization and oppression of females.
Recall from the literature review that sex in title, number
of characters pictured by sex, central characters by sex, and various
activities of characters were typically utilized as indicators of
bias and sexism in children's literature.

Activities categorized by

Kortenhaus and Demarest (1993) as instrumental-independent or pas
sive-dependent best describe the array of behaviors observed by my
self in children's picture books.

Therefore, it is this conceptuali

zation of behaviors, with slight modification, that has been opera
tionalized in this study and henceforth, will be referred to as in
strumental-independent or passive-dependent behaviors.
Instrumental-independent activities, in contrast to passive
dependent activities, are those behaviors which are associated with
the public domain and tend to be more socially valued.

Therefore,

if differential distribution of consequences occurs, one would expect
that it occurs across this category of behaviors.

Thus framed, the

specific objectives of this exercise are to determine:
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1.

Is there a difference between female and male characters in

consequences received for instrumental-independent behaviors, overall?
2.

Is there a difference between female and male characters in

consequences received for instrumental-independent behaviors for the two
time periods 1972-1982 and 1983-1992?
3.

Is sexism pervasive in Little Golden Books™ as evidenced

through book titles, pictured characters, central characters, and
behavioral and dominance portrayals?
4.

ls there a trend toward greater parity between female and

male characters in Little Golden Books™?
Study objectives are reiterated more succinctly later in this
chapter.

Eight hypotheses operationalize the research for each of

two samples (1972 through 1982, and 1983 through 1992 publications)
of Little Golden Books™.

Eight similar hypotheses operationalize com

parisons between the two samples.
Research Design
An exploratory content analysis of children's picture books,
specifically Little Golden Books™, has been selected for several rea
sons.

In addition to the plausible link between children's litera

ture and sexist socialization, picture books are readily available
making them ideal objects of documentary analysis.

Further, repli

cation, to the extent that any research can be replicated, is pos
sible through the duplication of samples.
Hazards of subject reactivity are minimized somewhat with this

so
method of research, to the extent that the pictures and words, once
published, remain fixed.

In contrast to research involving live

subjects, where both subject behavior and researcher perceptions may
change in response to research demands, documentary research limits
that reactivity to the perceptions and reactions of the researcher.
Given that reflexitivity refers to a state in which subject and ob
ject are inseparable, elimination of interaction between researcher
and content, if possible, would not be desirable.
Sampling Procedure
Caldecott award winners for given time periods have been most
frequently utilized as data bases.

The rationale offered for the

isolation of Caldecotts is not without merit.

Caldecotts are defined

by Weitzman et al. (1972) as the best in children's picture books and
asserts that they set industry standards.

They are best-sellers and

are shelved in virtually all children's libraries.
However, a sampling of Little Golden Books™ has been selected
for this particular analysis.

The rationale for excluding Caldecotts

in favor of Little Golden Books™ is equally meritorious.

Little Gol

den Books are sold in super markets, toy stores, book stores, depart
ment stores and are shelved in libraries.

They are and always have

been comparatively inexpensive and well-constructed.

For these rea

sons they may be more accessible to a wider cross-section of the
population.

One does not have to be (but may be) well-versed in

what does or does not constitute the best to access them.

Little
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Golden Books™ may be every child's literature.
Furthermore, Little Golden Books™ have traditionally held their
own in terms of sales.

Fifty thousand copies were sold for twenty

five cents each in 1942, 1.5 million copies were sold in 1943, and
by 1952 approximately 182,615,000 had been sold.

By 1953 almost

300,000,000 had been sold with this trend continuing to the present
(Santi, 1994).

Little Golden Books™ currently sell for under $1.50

each.
All Little Golden Books™ published between 1972 and 1992 as
listed alphabeticly by Santi (1994) were included in the sampling
frame.

Two samples were selected via a stratified, systematic sampl

ing procedure as follows:

All of 182 books published between 1972

and 1982 were isolated and remained alphabetized Selection of this
sample began with the first book and continued with every ninth book
thereafter until the list was exhausted

(n -

21) (see Appendix A).

This constitutes sample one.
All of 196 books published between 1983 and 1992 were also
isolated and remained alphabetized.

Selection of this sample began

with the first book and continued with every ninth book thereafter
until this list was exhausted
stitutes sample two.

(n -

22) (see Appendix B).

This con

Therefore, 21 books published between 1972 and

1982 comprise sample one, and sample two includes 22 books published
between 1983 and 1992.

A combined total of 43 books were selected

in this manner.
Stratified, systematic sampling is a two phase sampling pro-
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cedure which utilizes both stratified and systematic sampling meth
ods, and may require justification. Although the word strata implies
rank-ordering, stratified sampling can be applied to any mutually
exclusive (nonoverlapping) groups (Bailey, 1987) such as apples and
oranges. Sampling began, in this particular case, by dividing the
Little Golden Books™ into two mutually exclusive, non-rank ordered
groups (stratification) for the purpose of comparing and contrasting
findings from each strata.
Systematic sampling is an approximation of random sampling
whereby the sample is compiled by selecting every "kth" object in
the sampling frame, depending on the percentage of the total one
wishes to include in the sample.

Accuracy in terms of approximating

random sampling requires the assumption of a randomized sampling
frame and a random start (Bailey, 1987).
For example, suppose that oranges were arranged in order by
state of origin.

There would be a greater chance of selecting or

excluding oranges originating in a particular state, based upon this
ordering within the sampling frame. Additionally, if the researcher
purposely began the selection at a particular state of origin the
sample would be biased and an inadequate approximation of random
sampling.
Systematic sampling was selected as a second phase because it
is possible to perform this procedure without a random table of num
bers.

It is also a simpler procedure. Bailey (1987) points out that

"the more complex the method, the greater the opportunity for error"
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(p.

89).
The Little Golden Book sampling frame was maintained in alpha

betical order as published by Santi (1994).
biased ordering.

There was no evidence of

The books were not grouped by author, specific year

of publication or additional patterns that were identified.

Selec

tion began with the first book listed in each strata.
Locating the selected titles proved to be extremely difficult.
Older, out of print books were no longer stocked in bookstores, sup
ermarkets, department stores or libraries. Bookstores were unable to
order out of print material from the publisher.

Telephone contact

with the publisher in both Racine and New York was futile.

Western

Publishing Company could not or would not provide the out of print
selections.

Fortunately, many of the books needed were stored in my

basement along with others my children had outgrown. Garage sale and
used book store searches spanning several cities and many months
produced all but eight of the remaining titles. ABC Around the House,
Petey and I, The Sleepy Book, Whales, Bettina the Ballerina, Little
Lost Kitten, My Own Grandpa, and Timothy Tiger's Terrible Toothache
were excluded from analysis due to unavailability.

Therefore, the

revised 1972-1982 sample equaled seventeen (n - 17), the revised
1983-1992 sample equaled eighteen

(n - 18), and the revised total

number of books examined equaled thirty-five (n - 35).
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Hypotheses
Sample One Consisting of Little Golden Books™
Published from 1972 Through 1982
1.

Female characters significantly less frequently than male

characters receive positive consequences for instrumental-independent
activities in Little Golden Books™ published from 1972 through 1982.
2.

Female characters significantly more often than male char

acters receive negative consequences for instrumental-independent
activities in Little Golden Books™ published from 1972 through 1982.
3.

Female characters appear significantly less frequently than

male characters on all measures of instrumental-independent activi
ties in Little Golden Books™ published from 1972 through 1982.
4.

Female characters are pictured significantly less frequent

ly than male characters in Little Golden Books™ published from 1972
through 1982.
5.

Female central characters appear significantly less fre

quently than male characters in Little Golden Books™ published from
1972 through 1982.
6.

Female titles appear significantly less frequently than

male titles in Little Golden Books™ published from 1972 through 1982.
7.

Male characters are significantly more often characterized

as dominant than female characters in Little Golden Books™ published
from 1972 through 1982.
8.

Female characters are significantly more often than male

characters portrayed as submissive in Little Golden Books™ published
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from 1972 through 1982.
Sample Two Consisting of Little Golden Books™
Published from 1983 Through 1992
1.

Female characters significantly less frequently than male

characters receive positive consequences for instrumental-independent
activities in Little Golden Books™ published from 1983 through 1992.
2.

Female characters significantly more often than male

characters receive negative consequences for instrumental-independent
activities in Little Golden Books™ published from 1983 through 1992.
3.

Female characters appear significantly less often than male

characters on all measures of instrumental-independent activities in
Little Golden Books™ published from 1983 through 1992.
4.

Female characters are pictured significantly less often

than male characters in Little Golden Books ™ published from 1983
through 1992.
5.

Female central characters appear significantly less fre

quently than male central characters in Little Golden Books™ publish
ed from 1983 through 1992.
6.

Female titles appear significantly less frequently than

male titles in Little Golden Books™ published from 1983 through 1992.
7.

Male characters are significantly more often than female

characters portrayed as dominant in Little Golden Books™ published
from 1983 through 1992.
8.

Female characters are significantly more often than male

characters portrayed as submissive in Little Golden Books™ published
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from 1983 through 1992.
A Two Sample Comparison
1.

Differences between samples of Little Golden Books ™ for

positive consequences received for instrumental-independent activi
ties by female and male characters will not be significant.
2.

Differences between samples of Little Golden Books™ for

negative consequences received for instrumental-independent activi
ties by female and male characters will not be significant.
3.

Female and male characterizations will remain tradition

ally stereotyped across both samples of Little Golden Books™.

No

significant differences between females and males for the two samples
of Little Golden Books™ will be found on instrumental-independent or
passive-dependent measures.
4.

Significantly more pictured female characters will be found

in Little Golden Books™ published from 1983 through 1992 than in Lit
tle Golden Books™ published from 1972 through 1982.
5.

Significantly more female central characters will be found

in Little Golden Books™ published from 1983 through 1992 than in Lit
tle Golden Books™ published from 1972 through 1982.
6.

The trend found in Caldecotts will be found in Little

Golden Books™.

Significantly more female titles will be found in

Little Golden Books™ published from 1983 through 1992 than in Little
Golden Books™ published from 1972 through 1982.
7.

Any differences found between the two samples of Little
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Golden Books™ on dominance measures for females and males will not be
significant.
8.

Any differences found between the two samples of Little

Golden Books™ on submission measures for females and males will not be
significant.
Key Variables Operationally Defined
Sex of Character
Sex of character, a dichotomous nominal level variable, was
categorized as female or male on the basis of assigned name, attire,
hair style and/or body build.

Because indicators, when used in iso

lation may not be sufficient determinates of sex (animal characters,
for example) any and all were utilized in order to arrive at a deci
sion.

Sexually ambiguous characters were excluded.

Each character

pictured or referenced in the text of each book was counted to de
termine the total number of female and male references in each book.
Animal characters were not distinguished from human char
acters in this analysis.

Animals appearing in children's literature

take on human attributes to the extent that they become human.

For

example, we all know that bears do not attend school, dogs do not
draw pictures and that Bugs Bunny is a male.
Instrumental-Independent Activities
Instrumental-independent activities will include those isolated
by Kortenhaus and Demarest (1993).

Activities categorized as instru-
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mental-independent are as follows:

Playing ball, riding a bike or a

horse, climbing, running, swimming/fishing, helping others, making
something, solving a problem, and active outdoor play. These were the
common activities associated with instrumental-independent central
role characters.
Given my experience with picture books, this group of factors
is fairly comprehensive and specific.

However, I have added reading

and searching for or finding treasure or wealth to this list. Active
outdoor play does not appear to be mutually exclusive and has, there
fore, been excluded in favor of outside.

Outside will be defined as

pictured out of doors and not spatially bounded by physical obstacles
or barriers such as a wall(s), a window(s), or a fence(s).
others will of course include the notion of rescue.

Helping

Making some

thing also could overlap with housework helping in the passive-depen
dent category, and is, therefore, not mutually exclusive.

Making

something thus excludes any domestic activities such as making dinner
or a cake.
Passive-Dependent Activities
Passive�dependent activities were also isolated by Kortenhaus
and Demerest (1993).

Activities in this category include playing

house, picking flowers, housework helping, caring for sibling, car
ing for pet, watching others play, needing help, causing a problem,
and quiet indoor play.

I have added crying to this group of activi

ties and excluded quiet indoor play in favor of inside.

Inside was
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defined as spatially bounded; separated from or confined to an area
by any physical barrier such as a wall(s), a window(s) or a fence(s).
Therefore, inside included being pictured indoors as well as being
pictured out of doors in a fenced area.

Activities of each char

acter, not only central role characters, were examined and again tal
lies were kept so that each time any character engaged in any in
strumental-independent or passive-dependent behavior it was noted.
Positive Consequences for Instrumental-Independent Activities
Positive consequences for instrumental-independent activities
was defined as anything that enhances physical or emotional well
being as a consequence of attempting or engaging in instrumental
independent activities.

Positive consequences included finding

wealth or treasure, exploring unfamiliar terrain without becoming
lost, ugly or wicked, succeeding in instrumental-independent activi
ties, such as catching a fish, running without falling, or solving
one's own problems.

Praise or admiration from parent, peer or other

character for goal achievement will also be considered a positive
consequence.
Negative Consequences for Instrumental-Independent Activities
Negative consequences for instrumental-independent activities
was defined as anything that threatened physical or emotional well
being when engaging in or attempting instrumental-independent acti
vities.

Indicators of negative consequences included being thrown
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into an oven, being attacked by wolves, being lost and unable to find
the way home, getting into trouble and being unable to get out of
trouble without assistance, falling from a tree or building, being
verbally reprimanded by a parent, peer or other character, or becom
ing ugly, physically deformed or wicked.

Such outcomes if noted were

tallied by sex of character.

Title was categorized as either female, male, female and male
together or gender neutral.

A determination was made by considering

the complete title and the spelling of proper nouns within the title.
Tallies of each category yielded the total number of titles by sex.
So

Gender neutral titles were excluded from tabulation and analysis.

few titles included females and males together, that when this occur
red the female and male categories were credited appropriately.
example,
two males.

For

Raggedy Ann and Andy Help Santa references one female and
The female category received one credit, while the male

category received two credits.
Pictures
Pictures were defined as visual representations.
including the front cover was viewed.

Each picture

All females and all males in

each picture were counted and frequencies by sex were compiled.
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Central Characters
Central characters were determined by reading the text and
viewing the illustrations.

The character most frequently mentioned

or illustrated was assigned the central role.

Each central character

was noted by sex and these tallies totaled to arrive at frequencies
for each category.
Symbolic Dominance
Symbolic dominance was determined by noting which character,
if any, was pictured larger than others of comparable age; which
character, if any, was pictured in the foreground while any other was
in the background.

Leaning over another or touching others indicated

dominance, as well.

Each picture was examined for these indicators

and occurrences were tallied by sex.
Symbolic Submission
Symbolic submission was indicated by smaller size of a char
acter relative to other(s) of comparable age, downcast eyes, being
touched or leaned over by another, or being pictured in the back
ground or behind another character.

Each occurrence was tallied by

sex of character.
Data Collection
Contents of the selected books were examined.

Raw scores were

tabulated for females and males in nine major categories: (1) Instru-
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mental-independent activities, (2) passive-dependent activities, (3)
positive consequences received for instrumental-independent activi
ties, (4) negative consequences received for instrumental-independent
activities, (5) title of book, (6) pictured characters, (7) sex of
central character(s), (8) symbolic dominance, and (9) symbolic submission.
The instrumental-independent category developed by Kortenhaus
and Demerest (1993) was modified and operationalized to encompass
playing ball, riding a bike or a horse, climbing, running, swimming/
fishing, helping others, making something, solving a problem, read
ing, searching for or finding treasure or wealth, and outside.

The

passive-dependent arena utilized by Kortenhaus and Demerest (1993)
was also modified and operationalized to include playing house, pick
ing flowers, housework helping, caring for sibling, caring for pet,
watching others play, needing help, causing a problem, crying and
inside.
Data Analysis
Samples One and Two
All variables are discreet, nominal level. The concern with
these samples is whether the distribution of values obtained for a
variable differs significantly from that which would be expected by
chance.

Given that the known distribution for females and males in

the population is approximately equal, one would expect observed
frequencies on each variable to be approximately equal, if distri-
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buted by chance.

Therefore, chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were

computed for each variable to determine whether the sample distribu
tion, and therefore, the distribution in the universe from which the
sample was taken, differs from the distribution that is known
(Wright, 1986).

In short, these statistics have been computed to

determine whether observations for female and male characters in
sample one of Little Golden Books™ published between 1972 and 1982,
and sample two published between 1983 and 1992, can be generalized
to include the universe from which the sample was selected.
Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were computed for data gath
ered both on individual (expanded) activities categorized under the
instrumental-independent and passive-dependent headings, such as
running and picking flowers, as well as on grouped (collapsed) data
for these categories. Expansion of categories was advantageous as it
permitted the exploration and display of findings on particular
variables which were of interest. The use of expanded categories, in
this particular study, had the disadvantage of generating low fre
quency counts which affects the validity of chi-squared values.

A

formula correcting for low frequency counts is available for the chi
square test of independence.

However a corrective formula for the

goodness-of-fit test was not found.
Collapsing the categories had two advantages in this particular
case. First, as stated previously, low frequency counts for individual
categories negatively impact the validity of chi-squared values.
Collapsing, or grouping, observations from specific categories into
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one category, or variable, increased the frequency count for that re
grouped variable and thus resolved the validity problem encountered
Second, collapsing of data provided

with the chi-squared statistic.

the opportunity to summarize and present overall findings for these
categories.

The primary disadvantage in collapsing data was that

specific information was lost.
utilized and presented.

Therefore, both options have been

No corrective formula was found to rectify

problems encountered with low observed frequencies.
All alpha levels equaled .05.

The critical value, with one

degree of freedom for these nominal level data was 3.841.

An alpha

level of .OS permitted rejection of the null hypothesis with a five
percent or less chance of type I error.
Female to male ratios have also been computed and provided for
interpretive and comparative purposes.

Ratios provided an additional

piece of information when discussing the way in which observations
were clustered around variables.

Ratios were also useful in compar

ing these data with ratios reported by Weitzman et al., (1972), Col
lins, Ingoldsby and Dellman (1984) and Kortenhaus and Demarest
(1993).
Comparison of Two Samples
Chi-square tests of difference have been computed for all var
iables as operationally defined via 2x2 matrices, as dichotomized by
year of publication (1972-1982 and 1983-1992) and sex of character.
Data in instrumental-independent and passive-dependent arenas have
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been expanded and collapsed for analysis, as described above.
alpha levels equal .05.

Degrees of freedom equal one.

All

Critical

value equals 3.841.
"Correction for continuity" (Blalock, 1979, p. 290) was com
puted where expected cell frequencies fell below five.

The correc

tive formula for 2x2 tables is x2 - N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2/ (a+b) (c+d)
(a+c) (b+d) (Blalock, 1979).

When the number of observations is

relatively small, the sampling distribution of this statistic does
not approximate the sampling distribution given in the chi-square
table.

Further, when the number of observations is small, it is

impossible for the computed chi-square value to take on many differ
ent values.

This formula conservatively corrects for this limitation

by adding or subtracting .5 to or from the observed frequencies, and
thereby increasing the possible values of the computed chi-square
(Blalock, 1979).
A brief explanation regarding alpha level and error in hypo
thesis testing seems appropriate at this point.

Two types of hypo

theses are discussed throughout this and the following chapter; the
null hypothesis and the substantive hypothesis.

The substantive or

research hypothesis is a statement of the researcher's expectations
regarding variables or the relationships between variables.

However, it

is not possible to prove that a substantive hypothesis is correct.
Therefore, a null hypothesis is stated which encompasses all possi
bilities not included within the substantive hypothesis.

Rejection

of the null hypothesis (rejection of all possibilities with the ex-
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ception of that proposed in the substantive hypothesis) leaves open
to acceptance only those possibilities stated in the substantive
hypothesis (Wright, 1986).
Alpha level is established by the researcher prior to hypo
thesis testing.

In establishing the alpha level, the researcher both

states the probability that type I error will occur and determines
the amount of error acceptable contingent upon the nature of the
research.

For example, an alpha level established at .05 indicates

that there is a 5% or less chance of rejecting the null erroneously
and that the researcher is willing to tolerate that margin of error.
However, the lower the alpha level the greater the probability that
type II error will occur.

Type I error occurs when the null hypoth

esis is falsely rejected.

Type II error occurs when a false null

hypothesis is not rejected.

It is generally preferable to make a

type II rather than a type I error, as type I error leads to the
conclusion that the substantive hypothesis is the only acceptable
option.

In short, type I error leads to the erroneous conclusion

that a condition or a relationship exists, when there is no basis
for that conclusion.
Chi-square yields a value which, when significant, permits
generalization of sample findings to the universe the sample repre
sents.

However x2 does not inform regarding the magnitude of a re

lationship between variables.

Therefore,� (Phi) was computed for

all tables yielding significant chi-square values to illuminate re
lationship strength.

CHAPTER V
FINDINGS
Sample One
Hypothesis 1 was supported by the data.

Zero female and 45 male

characters received positive consequences for engaging in instrumen
tal-independent activities in this sample.

The null hypothesis, fe

males and males receive positive consequences equally, has been re
jected at the .OS alpha level based upon a chi-square value of 45
(see Appendix C, Table 11).
Hypothesis 2 was supported by the data.

Four female and zero

male characters received negative consequences for engaging in in
strumental-independent activities in this sample.

Negative conse

quences were dispersed at a female to male ratio of 4:0.

Based upon

a chi-square value of 4 the null hypothesis, females and males re
ceive negative consequences equally, has been rejected at the .OS
alpha level (see Appendix C, Table 12). This finding is seriously
undermined due to low expected frequency cell counts for these var
iables.

Therefore, caution must be exercised in rejecting the null

hypothesis.

Type II error is possible.

Hypothesis 3 was dramatically supported by the data.

One hun

dred and forty-six female characters in contrast to 499 male char
acters engaged in instrumental-independent activities when the data
for this category are collaps�d.

The female to male ratio is 1:3.4.
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A computed chi-square value of 193.19 is well within the area of
rejection at the .OS alpha level, permitting the rejection of the
null hypothesis, female and male characters engage in instrumental
independent activities at equal rates (see Appendix C, Table 13).
Expansion of the instrumental-independent category generated
somewhat different findings as follows:

Two female characters com

pared to 12 male characters were illustrated playing a game, sports
or music.

Females were underrepresented at a ratio of 1:6.

A chi

square value of 7.14 permitted rejection of the null hypothesis, fe
males equal males, at the .OS alpha level on this measure (see Ap
pendix C, Table 14).
Nine females in contrast to 42 males were noted either riding
a horse, a bicycle or driving a car.

The female to male ratio was

1:4.7. The null hypothesis, females equal males, was rejected at the
.OS alpha level based upon a chi-square value of 21.36 (see Appendix
C, Table 15).
Two female characters and 21 male characters were either swing
ing or climbing.

Females and males appeared at a ratio of 1:10.5

respectively. A chi-square value of 15.70 permitted the rejection of
the null hypothesis, females equal males at the .OS alpha level (see
Appendix C, Table 16).
Two females and 23 males were pictured running.
male ratio was 1: 11.5.

The female to

The null hypothesis, females equal males,

was rejected at the .OS alpha level based upon a chi-square value of
17.64 (see Appendix C, Table 17).
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Five female and 15 male characters were found helping others
or engaged in rescue of others.
one.

Males outnumbered females three to

The computed chi-square value of 5.0 permitted rejection of

the null hypothesis, females equal males at the .OS alpha level (see
Appendix C, Table 19).
Zero female and 12 male characters were making something.
Female to male ratio is 0:12.

The null hypothesis, females equal

males, was rejected based upon a chi-square value of 12 (see Appendix
C, Table 20).
Four female in contrast to 46 male characters were found
solving a problem.
1:11.5.

This constituted a female to male ratio of

Based upon the chi-square value of 35.28 the null hypoth

esis, females equal males was rejected at the .OS alpha level (see
Appendix C, Table 21).
One hundred and seventeen female and 315 male characters were
pictured outdoors.

The female to male ratio was 1:2.7.

The null

hypothesis, females equal males, was rejected at the .OS level based
upon a chi-square value of 90.74 (see Appendix C, Table 22).
Zero female and five male characters were noted seeking trea
sure and wealth.

The ratio of females to males is 0:5.

A chi-square

value of 5 permitted the rejection of the null hypothesis, females
equal males at the .OS alpha level. This finding must be interpreted
cautiously as expected frequency counts fell below five (see Appendix
C, Table 24).
The remaining two measures of instrumental-independent beha-
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viors, swimming/fishing and reading, were not statistically signifi
cant.

Therefore, findings applicable to this sample cannot be gen

eralized to the universe this sample represents. Frequencies, ratios
and chi-square values are summarized as follows: One female and five
male characters were either swimming or fishing.
ratio was 1:5.

The female to male

The chi-square value of 2.66 did not permit rejec

tion of the null hypothesis at the preestablished alpha level of .05
(see Appendix G, Table 18).
were pictured reading.
1:75.

Four female and three male characters

The female to male ratio was an astonishing

Rejection of the null hypothesis at the .05 alpha level was

not justified based upon a chi-square value of .14 (see Appendix C,
Table 23). Findings for these two variables were seriously undermin
ed due to low expected cell frequencies.
Hypothesis 4 was supported by the data.

Pictured female char

acters numbered 245, while pictured male characters appeared 696
times.

The female to male ratio was 1:2.8.

Rejection of the null

hypothesis, pictured females equals pictured males, at the .05 alpha
level was based upon a chi-square value of 216.16 (see Appendix C,
Table 25).
Hypothesis 5 was supported by the data.

Four female central

characters and eight male central characters were noted. This con
stituted a female to male ratio of 1:4.5.

The null hypothesis, fe

males central characters equal male central characters, has been
rejected at the .05 alpha level based upon a chi-square value of 8.9
(see Appendix C, Table 26).
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Hypothesis 6 was supported by the data.
was noted in contrast to nine male titles.
was 1:9.

One female title

The female to male ratio

A chi-square value of 6.4 permitted rejection of the null

hypothesis, females in titles equal males in titles, with a S% or
less chance of Type I error (see Appendix C, Table 27).
Hypothesis 7 was supported by the data.

Zero female and 36

male characters were portrayed as symbolically dominant.
of course was 0:36.

The ratio

The null hypothesis, female and male characters

are equal on dominance characterizations, has been rejected at the
.OS alpha level based upon a chi-square value of 36 (see Appendix C,
Table 28).
Hypothesis 8 was supported by the data.

Twenty-nine female

and one male character were portrayed as symbolically submissive.
The female to male ratio was 29:1.

Based upon a chi-square value of

30 the null hypothesis, females and males are equal on submission
characterizations, has been rejected at the .OS alpha level (see
Appendix C, Table 29).
In sample one all chi-squared values were significant with
the exception of the instrumental-independent subcategories swimming/
fishing and reading, and passive-dependent subcategories playing
house, picking flowers, housework/shopping, caring for child, need
ing help, and crying. These values, together with additional data are
displayed in Table 4.
Consequences received by female and male characters for in
strumental-independent activities are particularly revealing.

Col-
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umns two and three of Table2

illustrate expected frequencies and

percentages if consequences were distributed randomly by sex of char
acter.

Columns four, five and six of Table1

frequencies and percents.

illustrate observed

Four females(100%) and zero males(0%)

received negative consequences for instrumental-independent beha
viors.

Conversely, no female characters(0%) and forty-five male

characters(100%) received positive consequences for instrumental
independent activities.
Table1
Expected and Observed Frequencies and Percents for Female and Male
Male Characters in Little Golden Books™ Published From1972-1982
on Consequences Variables
f and%
Expected by Chance

f and%
Observed

F

F

M

Negative
2(50%)
Consequences

2(50%)

Positive
22 .5(50%)
Consequences

22 .5(50%)

Total
M

4(100%)
0(0%)

0(0%)
45(100%)

4(100%)
45(100%)
49(100%)

Based upon female and male distribution in the population, one
would expect235 .25

females and235.25

tal-independent activities and235.25

males engaging in instrumen
females and235.25

males par-

ticipating in passive-dependent activities, if participation occur
red without bias.

Frequency counts alone would lead to the conclu-
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sion that instrumental-independent activities are more important or
socially valued.

Six hundred and forty-five, or 70% of 941 recorded

behaviors fall into this category, while only 30% of recorded activi
ties are categorized as passive-dependent Males occur about twice as
often as might be expected in instrumental-independent categories
(54% compared to an expected 25%), while females are again less vis
ible than would be expected (16% compared to an expected 25%). Table
2 illustrates.
Table 2
Expected and Observed Frequencies and Percents for Female and Male
Characters in Little Golden Books™ Published From 1972-1982
Instrumental-Independent and Passive-Dependent Activities
f and %
Expected by Chance

Actual
f and %

F

M

F

Instrumental
Independent

235.25
(25%)

235.25
(25%)

645
499
146
(16%) (54%) (70%)

Passive
Dependent

235.25
(25%)

235.25
(25%)

296
197
99
(10%) (20%) (30%)

Pictured
Characters

470.5
(50%)

470.5
50%)

696
941
245
(26%) (74%) (100%)

M

Total

Differential treatment of female and male characters can be
better understood if one imagined that 941 pictured activities occur
red randomly by sex.

One might expect 470.5 females and 470.5 males

to be pictured, based upon female and male distribution in the pop
ulation.

This contrasts sharply with observed frequencies of 245
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and696

respectively.

However, females are pictured about half as

often as they occur in the real world(26%) and about one- third as
often as males. Male representations occur one and a half times more
frequently than in the real world(74%) and three times more often
than females( see Table 2, columns two, three, four and five).
Symbolic dominance was decidedly male with a female to male
ratio of0:36 . Female characters are clearly portrayed as submissive
A female to male ratio of

in contrast to their male counterparts.
29:1

was calculated for this variable.

Again observed frequencies

are highly divergent from those expected by chance.

Table3

illu-

strates expected and observed frequencies and percents for these
variables.
Table3
Expected and Observed Frequencies and Percents for Female and Male
Characters in Little Golden Books™ Published From 1972 -1982
on Dominance Variables

Symbolic
Dominance

f and%
Expected by Chance

f and%
Observed

F

F

M

Total
M

18(50%)

18(50%)

0(0%

36(100%)

36(100%)

Symbolic
15(50%)
Submission

15(50%)

29(97%)

1(3%)

30(100%)

Female characters in Little Golden Books™ are significantly
underrepresented in comparison to male characters across representa-
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ional/visibility and instrumental-independent activities categories
in Little Golden Books™ published between 1972 and 1982.

Female

characters are also significantly underrepresented in the symbolic
dominance and positive consequences categories.

Female characters

are overrepresented in the symbolic submission and negative conse
quences categories.

It is relatively safe to assume that all Little

Golden Books™ published between 1972 and 1982 are sexist and that
disparities did not occur by chance.
Observed frequencies (see Table 4, columns two and three) and
female to male ratios (see Table 4, column four) are illuminating in
terms of the nature and extent of disparities.

For example, for in

strumental-independent activities, ratios of females to males range
from 1:2.7 pictured outdoors to 0:12 in the making something cate
gory with a mean female to male ratio of .82:6.6.

This is in sharp

contrast to a female to male ratio of one to two on passive-depend
ent activities.

Male characters are eleven and a half times more

likely to solve problems, about seven and a half times more likely
to engage in active leisure consumptive activities and at least five
times more likely to seek wealth than their female counterparts.
Male characters are pictured at least three times more frequently
than female characters overall. Central characters appear at a ratio
of 4.5 males to 1 female.
title.

Titles include nine male for each female
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Table 4
Frequencies, Ratios, and Chi-square Values for Females and Males in
Little Golden Books™ Published Between 1972-1982

Category

F

M

Ratio

X2

Neg.Conseq.
Pos.Conseq.

4
0

0
45

0:45

4
45

Playing Game
Riding Horse
Swing/Climb
Running
Swim/Fish
Helping
Making Things
Solve Problem
Outdoors
Reading
Treasure
Inst. Collapsed

2
9
2
2
1
5
0
4
117
4
0
146

12
42
21
23
5
15
12
46
315
3
5
499

1:6
1:4.7
1:10.5
1:11.5
1:05
1:03
0:12
1:11.5
1:2.7
1:75
0:05
1:3.4

7.14
21.36
15.7
17.64
2.66
5
12
35.28
90.74
0.14
5
193.19

Play House
Pick Flowers
Housework
Child Care
Pet Care
'Watching
Need Help
Cause Prob
Indoors
Crying
Passive Coll

0
0
5
15
0
3
5
0
68
3
99

0
0
7
7
25
17
6
12
122
2
197

Title
Central Char
Pictured Char

1
4
245

9
18
696

Sym. Domin.
Sym. Submit.

0
29

36
1

0.34
2.9
25
9.8
0.09
12
0.2
1:9
1:4.5
1:2.8

6.4
8.9
216.16
36
30
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Sample Two
Hypothesis 1 was supported by the data.

Four female and 39

male characters received positive consequences for engaging in in
strumental-independent activities in this sample. The female to male
ratio is 1:9.8.

The null hypothesis, females and males receive eq

uivalent consequences for instrumental-independent activities, has
been rejected at the .OS alpha level based upon a chi-square value
of 28.48 (see Appendix D, Table 41).
Hypothesis 2 was not supported by the data.

Six female and

two male characters experienced negative consequences for engaging
in instrumental-independent activities in this sample.
male ratios were 3:1.

Female to

A chi-square value of 2 did not permit rejec

tion of the null hypothesis, females equal males in terms of neg
ative consequences experienced for instrumental-independent activi
ties, at the established alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 42).
However, low expected frequency cell counts for this variable in
creased the probability of type II error.
Hypothesis 3 was supported by the data.

Collapsed data for

instrumental-independent activities yielded a frequency of 173 for
female characters and 398 for male characters.
ratio was 1:2.3.

The female to male

The null hypothesis, females and males are char

acterized equally on instrumental-independent measures, has been
rejected at the .OS alpha level based upon a chi-square value of
88.16 (see Appendix D, Table 43).
Expansion of the instrumental-independent category generated
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slightly different results.

Zero female and eleven male characters
The female

were pictured riding a horse, bicycle, or driving a car.
to male ratio was 0:11.

The null hypothesis, females equal males,

was rejected at the .OS alpha level based upon a chi-square value of
11 (see Appendix D, Table 45).
Two females and thirteen males were pictured running.
male to male ratio was 1:6.5.

The fe

A chi-square value of 8.06 permitted

rejection of the null hypothesis, females equal males, at the .OS
alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 47).
One female and ten male characters were swimming or fishing.
The female to male ratio was obviously 1:10.

The chi-squared value

of 7.36 permitted rejection of the null hypothesis, females equal
males, at the .OS alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 48).
Eight female and 31 male characters engaged in helping or
rescue activities.

The female to male ratio was 1:3.9.

The null

hypothesis, females equal males, was rejected at the .OS alpha level
based upon a chi-squared value of 13.56 (see Appendix D, Table 49).
Two female and 13 male characters were making something.
female to male ratio was 1:6.5.

The

Based upon a chi-square value of

8.06 the null hypothesis, females equal males, was rejected at the
.OS alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 50).
Four female and 26 male characters solved problems.
male to male ratio was 1:6.5.

The fe

A chi-square value of 16.14 permitted

the rejection of the null hypothesis, females equal males, at the
.OS alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 51).
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One hundred twenty-seven female characters and 218 male char
acters were pictured outdoors.

The female to male ratio was 1:7.2.

The null hypothesis, females equal males, has been rejected at the
.OS alpha level based on a chi-square value of 24.0 (see Appendix D,
Table 52).
Seven female and 28 male characters were pictured reading.
Female to male ratio was 1:4.

Based upon a chi-square value of 12.6

the null hyp othesis, females equal males, has been rejected at the
.OS alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 53).
Two female and 13 male characters sought treasure or wealth.
The female to male ratio was 1:6.5.

A chi-square value of 8.06 per

mitted rejection of the null hypothesis, females equal males, at the
.OS alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 54).
The remaining two measures of instrumental-independent activi
ties did not reach statistical significance at the established alpha
level.

Therefore, predictions concerning the universe which this

sample represents cannot be asserted with any degree of certainty.
Frequencies, ratios and chi-square values are as follows: Eighteen
female and 29 male characters were pictured playing a game, sports or
music.

Female to male ratios were 1:1.6.

The chi-square value of

2.574 did not permit rejection of the null hyp othesis, females equal
males, at the .OS alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 44).
Two female and six male characters were pictured swinging or
climbing.

Although the female to male ratio is 1:3, the chi-squared

value of 2 did not permit rejection of the null hypothesis at the
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.05 alpha level (see Appendix D, Table 46).

The consumer is cau

tioned regarding Type II error due to low expected frequency cell
counts for this variable.
Hypothesis 4 was supported by the data.

Four hundred and

fourteen female and 832 male characters were pictured in this sample.
The female to male ratio was 1:2.

The null hypothesis, females and

males are pictured at equivalent rates, has been rejected at the .05
alpha level based upon a chi-square value of 178.56 (see Appendix D,
Table 55).
Hypothesis 5 was supported by the data.
male central characters were found.
1:3.8.

Five female and 19

The female to male ratio was

Based upon a chi-square value of 8.16 the null hypothesis,

females equal males, was rejected at the .05 alpha level (see Ap
pendix D, Table 56).
Hypothesis 6 was not supported by the data.
six male titles were noted.

Three female and

The female to male ratio was 1:2.

How

ever, the null hypothesis, females and males are represented equally
in titles, cannot be rejected at the .05 alpha level based upon a
chi-square value of 1.0 (see Appendix D, Table 57).

This finding

must be interpreted with caution due to low expected frequency cell
counts.

Type II error may be possible.

Hypothesis 7 was supported by the data.

One female and 24

male characters were portrayed as symbolically dominant.
to male ratio is 1:24.

The female

The null hypothesis, females equal males on

dominance characterizations, has been rejected at the .05 alpha
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level based upon a chi-square value of 21.16 (see Appendix D, Table
58).
Hypothesis 8 was supported by the data.

Fifteen female and

three male characters were portrayed as symbolically submissive. The
female to male ratio was 5:1.

Based upon a chi-square value of 8.0,

the null hypothesis, females and males are equal on submissive char
acterizations, has been rejected at the .05 alpha level (see Appen
dix D, Table 59).
Consequences received by female and male characters for in
strumental-independent activities again reveal disparities in reward
distribution by sex.

Columns two and three of Table 5 illustrate

expected frequencies and percentages based upon three assumptions:
Instrumental independent activities are more highly valued in our
society.

Modeling of positive consequences or rewards has been found

to be more effective than negative consequences or punishers in
bringing about desired behavioral outcomes (Schwartz & Markham, 1985;
Katz 1986; Katz & Walsh, 1991).

Given the population distribution of

females and males, consequences for socially desired behaviors should
be dispersed at approximately equal rates.
Columns four and five of Table 5 display observed frequencies
and percentages for females and males on consequence variables. Al
though significantly fewer female than male characters engaged in
instrumental-independent activities, six females received 75% of
negative consequences while only two males received 25% of negative
outcomes for attempting or engaging in instrumental-independent ac-
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tivities.

Statistical test of difference between females and males

on negative consequences for this sample was unavailable due to low
expected frequencies.

Conversely, significant differences were found

between females and males in the allocation of rewards for instrumental-independent activities.
consequences compared to39

Four females received9% of positive

male characters who received9 %
1
of pos

itive outcomes for instrumental-independent behaviors.
Table 5
Expected and Observed Frequencies and Percents for Female and Male
Male Characters in Little Golden Books™ Published From 1983 -1992
on Consequences Variables
f and%
Expected by Chance

f and%
Observed

F

M

F

4(50%)

(
6 7 5%)

2
(
25%)

4(
9%)

39(
9 %
1 )

Negative
4(50%)
Consequences
Positive
21 . 5(50%)
Consequences

21 . 5(50%)

Total
M

8(100%)
43(100%)
5 (
1 0
1 0%)

Data for consequences in this sample are particularly reveal
ing when viewed comparitively.

Four hundred and fourteen female

characters and 832 male characters were pictured.

Two hundred and

forty-one females were characterized as passive dependent while only
1 3
7

were portrayed in instrumental-independent activities.

Of those

females pictured in pursuit of socially valued activities, most re-
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ceived no consequences whatsoever, while only four experienced re
wards and six were severely punished. 398 males were pictured in
instrumental-independent activities.

Most of these received no con

sequences. However, males received thirty-nine positive consequences
(a female to male ratio of approximately 1:10) and only two negative
consequences.
Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the severity and nature
of negative consequences differed by sex of character.

For example,

the female protagonist in Lady Lovlilocks attempted to rescue her
friends and solve a problem by defeating an evil sorcerer.

She suc

ceeded only in placing herself and her friends in immediate danger
of annihilation (negative consequence), but was at last rescued by a
much wiser and more powerful male.

On the other hand, the male pro

tagonist in Robin Hood was able to solve a problem and rescue him
self and his friends from the evil sheriff.

Of course he was de

tained temporarily in a clean, spacious jail cell (negative conse
quence).

He was able to escape with ease, defeat the evil sheriff,

capture the treasure and win the heart of the princess all because
he was a clever, competent, fearless fellow

Such discrepancies in

modeled behaviors occur systematically in order to maximize social
ization of males in the direction of socially valued, socially re
warded activities, while curtailing expectations for success, for
rewards and therefore, activities of females in this arena.
One would expect 311.5 females and 311.5 males engaged in both
instrumental-independent and passive-dependent activities (25%+25%,
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and 25%+25%).

Actual frequencies include 173 females (14%) and 398

males (32%) engaged in instrumental-independent behaviors, while 242
females (19%) and 434 males (35%) engaged in passive-dependent acti
vities. (See Table 6).

Female characters are underrepresented in

total portrayals and in both instrumental and passive activities
given that females constitute roughly 50% of the human population.
Table 6
Expected and Observed Frequencies and Percents for Female and Male
Characters in Little Golden Books™ Published From 1983-1992
Instrumental-Independent and Passive-Dependent Activities
and Pictured Characters

f and %
Expected by Chance

Actual
f and %

F

M

F

Instrumental
Independent

311.5
(25%)

311.5
(25%)

398
571
173
(14%) (32%) (46%)

Passive
Dependent

311.5
(25%)

311.5
(25%)

434
675
241
(19%) (35%) (54%)

Pictured
Characters

623
(25%)

623
(25%)

832
1246
414
(33%) (67%) (100%)

M

Total

Again, assume that pictures and activities occur randomly by
sex of character.

One would expect 623 female (50%) and 623 male

(50%) male characters to be pictured.

Observed frequencies include

414 female (33%) and 832 male (67%) characters pictured (see Table 6).
Symbolic dominance was clearly a male attribute.

Only 4% of

females in contrast to 96% of males were portrayed as dominant. This
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constitutes a female to male ratio of one to twenty-four.

Females

compared to males are characterized as submissive at a ratio of five
to one.

Eighty-three percent of females and17%

trayed as submissive.

of males were por

This is far removed from random expectations

given actual proportions of females and males in the human population
S
( ee Table7).
Table7
Expected and Observed Frequencies and Percents for Female and Male
Characters in Little Golden Books™ Published From1983 1
-992
on Dominance Variables

Symbolic
Dominance

f and%
Expected by Chance

f and%
Observed

F

F

12.5
(50%)

Symbolic
9
Submission 5
( 0%)

M

Total
M

12.5
5
( 0%)

1

4
( %)

24
9( 6%)

25
(100%)

9

15
8( 3%)

3
17
( %)

18
1
( 00%)

5
( 0%)

Chi-square values of central character, pictured characters and
all instrumental-independent categories were significant with two
exceptions: Playing game, sports or music and swinging or climbing.
Passive-dependent categories caring for pet and indoors were signi
ficant. Symbolic dominance, symbolic submission and negative conse
quences for instrumental-independent activities were significant.
Although female characters received negative consequences for instru
mental-independent activities at a3:1

ratio, low expected frequen-
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cies curtailed statistical analysis.
Female characters in Little Golden Books™ published between
1983 and 1992 are significantly underrepresented compared to male
characters when considering central characters, pictured characters,
all but two subcategories of instrumental-independent activities,
symbolic dominance and positive consequences for instrumental acti
vities.

Females are significantly overrepresented in the symbolic

submission arena and in the passive-dependent categories caring for
pet and indoors.

This disparity appears to be systematic.

Frequencies and female to male ratios illuminate the magnitude
of inequities.

Male characters were pictured at least twice as fre

quently as females, and central characters appeared at a ratio of al
most four males to one female. Ratios of females to males range from
1: 1.6 playing a game, sports or music to 0:11 in the riding horse,
bike or driving car category with a mean female to male ratio of .90:
6.06.

Male characters were six and a half times more likely to solve

problems, almost six and a half times more likely to engage in ac
tive, leisure consumptive activities, four times more likely to read
and six and a half times more likely to seek wealth than their fe
male counterparts. (See Table 8, columns 2, 3, and 4.)
A Two Sample Comparison
Hypothesis 1 was supported by the data.

Zero female and 45

male characters received positive consequences for instrumental-in
dependent activities in the 1972 through 1982 sample, while four
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female and 39 male characters received positive consequences for in
strumental-independent activities in the 1983 through 1992 sample.
Female to male ratios are 0:45 and 1:9.8 respectively.
Table 8
Frequencies, Ratios, and Chi-square Values for Females and Males in
Little Golden Books™ Published 1983-1992

Category

F

M

Ratio

X2

Neg.Conseq.
Pos.Conseq.

6
4

2
39

3:01
1:9.8

2
28.48

Playing Game
Riding Horse
Swing/Climb
Running
Swim/Fish
Helping
Making Things
Solve Problem
Outdoors
Reading
Treasure

18
0
2
2
1
8
2
4
127
7
2

29
11
6

1:1.6
0:11
1:03
1:6.5
1:10
1:3.9
1:6.5
1:6.5
1:7.2
1:04
1:6.5

2.57
11
2
8.06
7.36
13.56
8.06
16.14
24
12.6
8.06

13

10
31
13

26
218
28
13

Inst. Collapsed
173
Passive Collapsed
Sym. Domin.
1
15
Sym. Submit.

398

1:2.3

88.16

24
3

2:24
5:01

21.16
8

Title
Central Char
Pictured Char

6
19
832

1:09
1:3.8
1:02

1
8.16
178.56

3
5
414

The null hypothesis, Sl - S2, was not rejected at the .OS alpha
level based upon a corrected chi-square value of 2.50 (see Appendix
E, Table 71). Differences between samples in positive consequences
received by males and females are not significant.
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Hypothesis 2 was supported by the data.

Four female and zero

male characters received negative consequences for instrumental-in
dependent activities in the 1972 through 1982 sample. Six female and
two male characters received negative consequences for instrumental
independent activities in the 1983 through 1992 sample.
male ratios are 4:0 and 3:1 respectively.

Female to

The null hypothesis, Sl

S2, was not rejected based upon a corrected chi-square value of .075
(see Appendix E, Table 72). No significant differences exist between
the two samples in the receipt of negative consequences by sex.
Hypothesis 3 was supported by the data.

Chi-square values

were computed for both expanded and collapsed data gathered on the
instrumental-independent activities variables and passive dependent
activities variables for two samples and were found to fall short of
significance in the following areas:
corrected x2

Playing game, sports or music,

1.84 (see Appendix E, Table 74); riding horse, bike

or driving car, corrected x2 - .16 (see Appendix E, Table 75); swing
ing or climbing, corrected x2 - .328 (see Appendix E, Table 76);
running, corrected x2

0 (see Appendix E, Table 77); swimming or

fishing, corrected x2 - .10 (see Appendix E, Table 78); helping,
corrected x2

.002 (see Appendix E, Table 79); making something,

corrected x2

.33 (see Appendix E, Table 80); solving a problem,

corrected x2

.15 (see Appendix E, Table 81); reading, corrected

x2 - 2.46 (see Appendix E, Table 83); seeking treasure or wealth,
corrected x2 - 0 (see Appendix E, Table 89); picking flowers, cor
rected x2 - 1.2 (see Appendix E, Table 92); housework or shopping,
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x2 - 2.17 (see Appendix E, Table 93); caring for child, x2 - .25 (see
Appendix E, Table 94); needing help, x2 - .16 (see Appendix E, Table
97); crying, corrected x2 - .16 (see Appendix E, Table 100).

The

null hypotheses, Sl - S2 were not rejected at the .OS alpha level,
indicating that no significant differences exist between the two sam
ples in female and male characterizations on these variables.
Significant differences were found between samples on the following variables: Instrumental-independent collapsed, x2

9.18, Phi

- .09, 02 - .0076 (see Appendix E, Table 73); outdoors, x2 - 8.47,
Phi - .10, �

.01 (see Appendix E, Table 82); passive-dependent

collapsed, x2

21, Phi - .13, � - .0169 (see Appendix E, Table 90);

caring for pet, corrected x2 - 27.1, Phi - .87, � - .76 (see Appen
dix E, Table 95); watching others, x2 - 7.8, Phi - .44, � - .19
(see Appendix E, Table 96); causing a problem, corrected x2

4.45,

Phi

.39, �

.15 (see Appendix E, Table 98); indoors, x2

7.7,

Phi

.09, �

.0081 (see Appendix E, Table 99).

The null hypo

theses, Sl - S2 were rejected at the .OS alpha level, indicating that
significant differences do indeed exist between the two samples on
these variables.
However, significant and meaningful are not synonymous terms.
A Phi value of .09 for collapsed Instrumental-independent activities
indicates a very weak relationship between decade of publication and
sex of character. Similarly, a Phi value of .10 constitutes a weak
relationship between decade of publication and sex of character pic
tured outdoors.
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Quite a weak relationship (Phi - .13) exists between decade of
publication and sex of character portrayed in passive-dependent acti
vities.

Likewise, an extremely weak relationship (Phi - .09) exists

between decade of publication and sex of characters pictured indoors.
It should be noted that the above significant values were derived
from computations involving large N.

Chi-square values have a ten

dency to fluctuate relative to N. This fluctuation coupled with very
low Phi values demands a revisitation of original data.

Any differ

ences between the two samples on these variables are due to increases
of male characters in instrumental-independent activities, particu
larly outdoors, and increases of female characters in passive-depen
dent behaviors, specifically in caring for pet, watching others,
causing problems and indoor activities.
Conversely, a Phi value of .87 indicates a strong relation
ship between decade of publication and sex of character portrayed
caring for a pet.

The Phi value of .44 indicates a moderate rela

tionship between decade of publication and sex of character watching
others.

Finally, a Phi value of .39 constitutes a moderate relation

ship between decade of publication and sex of character portrayed as
causing a problem.
Initially, it appears as though significant differences on
these variables refute hypothesized similarities between the two
samples.

However, a careful examination of the corresponding fre

quencies indicates that characterizations have not only remained
traditionally stereotyped, but that this stereotyping has intensi-
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fied in the latter sample rather than becoming more positive or real
istic.

Therefore, all data strongly supports the hypothesized, on

going sexism in Little Golden Books™.
Hypothesis 4 was supported by the data.

Two hundred and forty

five female characters and 696 male characters were pictured in the
1972 through 1982 sample, in contrast to 414 female and 832 male
characters pictured in the 1983 through 1992 sample.
ratios are 1:2.8 and 1:2 respectively.

Female to male

The null hypothesis, S1 - S2,

was rejected at the .05 level based upon a chi-square value of 3.18
Phi computation yields a value of .08 indicating an extremely weak
relationship between decade of publication and visibility by sex (see
Appendix E, Table 85).
Hypothesis 5 was not supported by the data.

Four female and

18 male central characters were noted in the sample of Little Golden
Books™ published between 1972 and 1982, compared to five female and
nineteen male central characters observed in the 1983 to 1992 sample.
Female to male ratios are 1:4.5 and 1:3.8 respectively.

Based upon a

corrected chi-square value of .02 the null hypothesis, S1 - S2, was
not rejected at the .05 alpha level.

No significant differences

exist between the two samples on this measure (see Appendix E, Table
86).
Hypothesis 6 was not supported by the data.

One female and

nine male titles were observed in the sample of Little Golden Books™
published between 1972 and 1982, compared to three female and six
male titles found in the 1983 to 1992 sample.

Female to male ratios
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are 1:9 and 1:2 respectively.

However, based upon a corrected chi

square value of .46 the null hypothesis, Sl - S2, was not rejected
at the .OS alpha level.

The two samples are not significantly dif

ferent on this measure (see Appendix E, Table 87).
Hypothesis 7 was supported by the data.

Zero female and

thirty-six male characters were observer to be symbolically dominant
in the 1972 through 1982 sample, while one female and 24 male char
acters were found to be symbolically dominant in the 1983 through
1992 sample.

Female to male ratios are 0:36 and 1:24 respectively.

Rejection of the null hypothesis, Sl - S2, is not permitted based
upon the corrected chi-square value of .034 (see Appendix E, Table
88).

No significant differences between samples are found for this

variable.
Hypothesis 8 was supported by the data.

Twenty-nine female

and one male character were found to be symbolically submissive in
the 1972 through 1982 sample, in contrast to fifteen female and three
male characters observed to be symbolically submissive in the 1983
through 1992 sample.
pectively.

Female to male ratios are 29:1 and 5:1 res

Based upon a corrected chi-square value of 3.06 (see

Appendix E, Table 89) the null hypothesis, Sl - S2, was not rejected
at the .OS alpha level for this variable. No significant differences
exist between the two samples on submission measures.
In brief, hypotheses 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 were supported by the
data.
When examining Little Golden Books™ it was disappointing, but
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not surprising to find that males across samples, almost exclusively,
were the recipients of positive consequences for instrumental-inde
pendent behaviors, those activities which seem to be most socially
esteemed and rewarded.

No significant differences were found be

tween the two samples on this variable.
Frequencies for females receiving positive consequences for
instrumental-independent activities are zero and four for sample one
and sample two respectively.
this variable is eighty-eight.

The grand total of observations for
Based upon female and male distribu

tions in the population one would expect, all things being equal, a
fairly even distribution for females and males in observed frequen
cies on this variable.

This was not found. Male characters compared

to female characters disproportionately received positive rewards for
instrumental-independent activities in both samples.
Positive consequences received by a model have been found to
bring about more frequent and long-term behavioral changes in sub
jects than either negative consequences or no consequences (Schwartz
& Markham, 1985; Katz & Walsh, 1991).

Books which convey information

on a positive note may be more readily selected by parents. Finally,
positive consequences tend to be more subtle, to generate less con
scious attention.

Unlike negative consequences, they may be more

easily linked to activities and embedded in content without the
reader's full awareness.

One would expect to find greater use of

positive consequences in children's literature for these reasons.
Negative consequences for instrumental-independent activi-
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ties were atypical for both female and male characters in both sam
ples of Little Golden Books™.

Certainly, excess negativism would do

little to promote book sales.

In addition, punishment is not the

most effective method of shaping behavior.

Furthermore, an over

abundance of negative consequences would be less than subtle; beha
vioral engineering would be obvious.
However, when characters did experience negative consequences
those characters were female at ratios of four females to one male
and three females to one male for the respective samples, with no
significant differences between the two samples.

Negative conse

quences, when they occurred, were more likely to befall females who
were the recipients of devastating, substantive, long-term catastro
phes.

Males received either verbal reprimands or slaps on the wrists

that they were later able to reverse through cunning, force or a
combination of the two.

In short, quantitative differentiation be

tween female and male characters in the distribution of rewards and
punishers pale in comparison to qualitative distinctions.
Examples include the female protagonist, Lady Lovely Locks,
who attempted to rescue her friends and solve a problem by defeating
an

evil sorcerer.

She succeeded only in placing herself and her

friends in danger of immediate annihilation (negative consequence).
She was at last rescued by a much wiser and more powerful male.
Cruella DeVille (Cruel Devil?) the female antagonist in 101
Dalmations, was both driving a large expensive car and seeking trea
sure and wealth.

She was characterized as dominant over men and
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portrayed as evil, ugly, sloppy, decadent, and untrustworthy.

Pur

suit of nontraditional goals and activities led to her demise; she
was killed at the wheel of her car.

The heroine in this story was

portrayed as physically beautiful, pleasant and loved. She was cloth
ed in a house dress and apron, looked on as her bumbling husband
solved problems or played the piano, was small in stature with down
cast eyes, and was engaged primarily in nurturing others. Occasion
ally, when negative consequences were dispersed to a female charact er the traditional good woman stood in exemplary opposition.
In contrast, male central characters in Daniel In the Lions
Den, Robin Hood and Duck Tales The Secret City Under the Sea, were
rewarded for solving problems, rescuing activities and/or seeking
wealth.

Daniel was thrown into a den of hungry lions.

He was able

to tame the lions and emerge unscathed. Robin Hood sought wealth via
robbery.

He was temporarily detained by the sheriff in a clean,

spacious jail cell (negative consequence).

Being a sly

fellow, he

was able to escape with ease, rescue his comrades, defeat the sher
iff, capture the chest full of gold, and maneuver his way to ever
lasting freedom and bliss with the beautiful watching others princess.
Uncle Scrooge and his nephews sought treasure, which happened
to belong to the residents of an underwater city.

This quartet man

aged to construct a submarine, brave the dangers of the deep, locate
the treasure, defeat the residents and emerge with the gold without
so much as a scratch.
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In Doctor Dan the Bandage Man the male character fell while
running, skinned his knee and wept. He learned from his mishap and
progressed to proficiency.

He became Dr. Dan who solved a bevy of

problems ranging from medical treatment of others to repairing a
lawn mower.

The female character who fell while running also skin

ned her knee and wept.

She spent the remainder of the book engaged

in vicarious activities, specifically, watching Dr. Dan.
Those few female characters who attempted to achieve goals or
help others were overwhelmed by confusing terrain, evil creatures,
captors or incompetence.

Male characters either rushed to rescue

females from their own ineptness or upstaged them.

Conversely, male

characters were capable of achieving goals, solving problems and
helping others without assistance, particularly without assistance
from female characters.
The trend toward greater representation by sex found by Kolbe
and LaVoie (1981), Davis (1984), and Collins, Ingoldsby and Dellmann
(1984) in previous studies of children's literature can be observed
to some extent when data from the two samples of Little Golden Books™
are compared to data from prior research (see Table 9).

However,

while the raw data and ratios for titles indicate that female to
male ratios increased from 1:9 in the 1972-82 sample of Little Golden
Books™ to 1:2 in the 1983-92 sample of Little Golden Books™ the chi
square value was not significant.

Statistically, Little Golden

Books™ are not different across the decades selected.
A comparison of the central role category across two decades of
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Little Golden Books™ delivers essentially the same conclusion.

The

ratio of females to males increased from 1:4.5 in the 1972-1982 sample to 1:3.8 in the 1983-1992 sample.
Table 9
Comparison of Female to Male Ratios in Four Studies.

In
Titles

In Central
Roles

In
Pictures

Weitzman, et al.
1972
Caldecott Books

1:8.0

1:3.5

1:7.6

Collins, et al.
1984
Caldecott Books

1:2.0

1:1.7

1:1.4

Kortenhaus & Demarest
1993
Caldecotts

1:2.0

1:1.9

1:1.4

Kortenhaus & Demarest
1993
Nonaward

1:2.3

1:1.8

1:1.5

Burke
1996
Golden Books™
1972-1982

1:9

1:4.5

1:3.8

Burke
1996
Golden Books™
1983-1992

1:2

1:3.8

1:2

Again, the chi-square value did not even approach significance.

Lit

tle Golden Books™ are as sexist in their presentations of central
roles in the latter decade stu-died as they were from 1972-1982.
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Females are significantly underrepresented in both samples.

Female

characters featured in the title frequently occupied the central role
or shared role centrality with a male character for the first few
pages. As the stories progressed, female characters either vanished
abruptly and completely from the story line or were relegated to
subordinate, supporting, 'watching others' roles.

Lady Lovely Locks.

11

and Return to Oz... are exemplary.
Female to male ratios in the pictured character categories
were 1:2.8 for the 1972-82 sample and 1:2 for the 1983-92 sample.
The chi-square value was significant indicating generalizable dif
ferences between the two samples on this variable. However, when Phi
was calculated only a very weak relationship

(i - .08) was found be

tween decade of publication and sex of pictured characters.

The

chi-square calculation (see Appendix E, Table III) reveals a value
greater than one for all (fo-fe)2/fe cells indicating important
changes occurred for both females and males in both samples. However
the highest values occurred for females in both samples.

The most

important differences can be accounted for by increases in females
pictured.
A trend similar to that found in prior analyses of children's
literature, at least in the number of female characters pictured,
seems to exist.

This trend has most frequently been interpreted as a

move in the direction of parity between female and male characters.
However, when all data from both samples of Little Golden Books™ are
compared it is clear that while females are pictured more frequently
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in the later sample, they are pictured more often engaged in passive
dependent behaviors, significantly so caring for pets, watching
others and causing problems, with little change across instrumental
independent categories.

When female characters are pictured in in

strumental-independent activities it occurs almost in jest.

For ex

ample, a female was pictured as a bricklayer in Buster Cat Goes Out.
She held a trowel in one hand and a doll in the other.
Table 10, column 10 displays the comparison chi-square values
for both instrumental-independent and passive-dependent activities.
Instrumental-independent behaviors outdoors and reading are the only
categories which yield significant chi-square values.

The differ

ences between samples on these variables are due to an increase in
male, not female, characters in these categories.
No significant differences exist between the two samples of
Little Golden Books™ on dominance or submission measures.

Males have

been characterized as dominant as consistently as females have been
portrayed as submissive.

Female children exposed to this literature

may not only learn their place, but may learn also the mannerisms
and performances befitting that place.
Based upon a comparison of data gathered from both samples it
appears safe to assume that Little Golden Books™ have proliferated
disparaging characterizations of females over two decades.

Females

in the nineties continue to be stereotyped in traditional, socially
useless activities and unrealistic, degrading role performances.
Contrary to naive expectations and interpretations, no movement to-

Table 10
Frequencies, Ratios, and Chi-square Values for Females and Males in Two Samples of
Little Golden BooksTK, 1972-1982 and 1983-1992

Little Golden BooksTK
Published 1983-1992

Little Golden BooksTK
Published 1972-1982

Values

Category

F

M

Ratio

X2

F

M

Ratio

X2

X2

Pas.Con.
Neg.Con.
Playing Game
Riding Horse
Swing/Climb
Running

2
9
2
2

12
42
21
23

1:6
1:4,7
1:10.5
l: 11.5

7:14
12:36
15.7
17.64

18
0
2
2

29
11
6

l: l. 6
0: 11
1:03
1:6,5

2.574
11
2
8.06

l.84
.16
,33
0,00

l

5
15
12
46
315
3
5
499

1:05
1:03
0:12
l:11.5
1:2.7
1:75
0:05
1:3.4

2.66
5
12
35.28
90. 74
0.14
5
193.19

l
8
2
4
127
7
2
173

10
31
13
26
218
28

1:10
1:3.9
1:6.5
1:6.5
1:7.2
l: 04
1:65
1:2.J

7.36
13.56
8.06
16.14
24
12.6
8.06
88.l

0.10
.002
.33
0.15
8.47
2.46
0.00
9.18

0
0
7
7
25

----------------

0
8

0
2

14
10
12
9
8
16
4
241
l
15
3
5
414

9
l
9
8
9
388
2
434
24
3
6
19
832

3,6
2.58
1.08
7.36
0.428
0.058
0.058
91.88
0,666
55.18
21.16
8
l
8.16
178.56

l.20
2.17
0,25
27.10
7.8
0.16
4.45
7.7
0.16
21
.034
3.06
.46
.02
13.18

Swim/Fish
Helping
Making Things
Solve Problem
Outdoors
Reading
Treasure
Inst. Collap.

0
4
117
4
0
146

Play House
Pick Flower
Housework
Child Care
Pet Care
Watching
Need Help
Cause Prob.
Indoors
Crying
Passive Col.
Sym. Domin.
Sym. Submit.
Title
Central Char
Pictured Char

0
0
5
15
0
3
5
0
68
3
99
0
29
l
4
245

5

17

6
12
122
2
197
36
l
9
18
696

----

........
.........
-......
------..
.. ......
----

1:9
1:4.5
1:2.8

-------

0.34
2,9
25
9.8
0.09
12
0.2

.. ..... -

36
30
6.4
8.9
216.l

13

13

398

13

6

-------

------.......
- - .. -- ....

1:1
1:24
5:1
1:09
1:3.8
1:2

:.
0
0
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ward parity between females and males exists in this examination of
children's literature published between 1972 and 1992.

Females are

pictured more often, but more often under demeaning circumstances.

CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION
This exercise has attempted to address the question, "Why does
Bobby, while Martha does not?" through a content analysis of children's
picture books, seecifically Little Golden Books™ .

Five general areas

were examined from a feminist theoretical perspective, and on the
basis of prior sex-role research findings.

These areas include: (1)

Consequences received by characters engaged in instrumental-indepen
dent activities; (2) Instrumental-independent versus passive-depen
dent portrayals of female and male characters; (3) Female visibility;
(4) Dominance and submission as conveyed through size, location and
posturing of pictured characters; and (5) Changes occurring longitu
dinally in selected samples of Little Golden Books™ spanning two de
cades.

While several of these general areas have been explored

through previous content analyses of children's literature, this
particular study is unique in terms of the research questions which
have been framed, and the findings generated as a result of those
questions.
An awareness of the impact of consequences in determining
whether or not modeled behavior will be imitated was an essential
element in this work, but long overlooked in prior explorations of
children's literature.

Any researcher studying role-modeling must

have some grasp of how modeling works as a process.
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First, behavior
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must be displayed to an observer by a model.

Next, the observer

notes the consequences received by the model. Consequences may range
from pleasure derived from the behavior itself to intervention from
another person or source.

Finally, based upon the consequences re

ceived by the model, the observer determines whether or not she or
he will imitate the modeled behavior.
However, awareness of social learning mechanisms alone, did
not and could not have brought the consequence variable to this study
of children's literature.

Feminist theory was instrumental in illu

minating this issue.
Feminism, a phenominological, social-constructionist perspec
tive, has relied upon the contributions of numerous theorist during
its maturation process.

However, this thesis has focused upon the

contributions of Marx, Veblen and Barthes and Griemes.

Feminism has

as its theoretical basis five fundamental underlying concepts or
assumptions:
1.

Women constitute an oppressed group.

2.

Reflexitivity, the notion that subject and object are in

separable, implies that women must create their own knowledge system.
3.

Deconstruction, the process of negating the significance

of accepted notions, is essential for the development of conscious
ness needed to implement structural change.
4.

Praxis, the application of theory to problem-solving, dic

tates that the theorist take an active role in bringing about change.
5.

Visibility, the relative ease with which objects, issues
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or structures are perceptible, must be heightened and maintained in
the interest of consciousness development.
Marx and Veblen, both economic determinists, contributed to the
development of these underlying assumptions.
istence of a two class system.

Each proposed the ex

Marx discussed the bourgeoisie, the

exploiters, who own the means of production, both material and ideo
logical. The proletariat, the exploited, own nothing but their labor
and are, therefore, dependent upon their exploiters for subsistence.
Marx asserted that in maintenance of their dominant position,
the ruling class extends control of the means of material production
to control of ideological production.

In so doing, the dominant

class produces and proliferates an ideology which justifies and main
tains its existence as a dominant class.

This ideology is nothing

more or less than an expression of the dominant material relations.
The ruling class proliferates this ideology as universally valid. In
the absence of consciousness, this hegemony, or structure of ideolo
gical proliferations, appears valid to the oppressed class (Marx &
Engels, The German Ideology as Reprinted in Heller, 1987).

After

all, its comes from every direction and therefore, gathers strength
and credibility
Marx also refined the notions of reflexitivity and deconstruc
tion (Ashley & Orenstein, 1985).

These concepts work together to

bring about the class consciousness necessary to challenge the pre
ailing social structure.
(Ashley &

Praxis, the melding of theory and practice

Orenstein, 1985), also may be considered a Marxian con-
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tribution to feminist thought it is not enough for any one member of
a class to be conscious. In order to effectively challenge an exist
ing structure, it is necessary to raise consciousness of the major
ity of the class.
Veblen's (1899) notion of the two class system consisted of
the predatory class (men) who dominated and exploited the industri
us class (women) through force and fraud.

Veblen proposed that ha

its of thought are shaped through repetition of particular labor
activities, through emulation of the predatory class, coercion and
selective elimination of noncompliance.

Coercion is central to Veb

len's thesis.
In developing his concept of women as an exploited class,
Veblen (1899) proposed that women have, and continue to perform the
bulk of drudgery labor.

Women have become, originally through sei

zure, the property of males who see drudgery work as unworthy. Own
ership of women extends to ownership of their labor and the products
of that labor.

Therefore, any activity necessary for subsistence

that did not make highly visible the superiority of the male, was
relegated to women (1899).
When subsistence permitted, women were removed from drudgery
labor to function as •body servants• to their owners.
were a visible sign of the man's prowess.

Body servants

Those males who could not

afford to remove women from labor entirely, removed women from vis
ible labor as a demonstration of their prowess to other males (Veb
len, 1899).

This is, of course, an oversimplification.

The point
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is that Veblen also perceived a two class system, whereby one class,
males, dominates and exploits the other, women. Veblen also believed
that the dominant or •predatory• class controlled the production and
distribution of goods and services, and the ideology or habits of
thought.

However, Veblen placed a greater emphasis on visibility,

and coercion in controlling both behavior and habits of thought than
Marx.
Barthes and Greimas were discussed apart from Marx and Veblen
primarily because of their specific contributions regarding the role
of language in the construction and maintainance of oppression.

Giv

en the importance of symbols to our species and the particular im
portance of language to this study, structuralism was discussed as a
part of the "wholeness" (Adams, 1989, p. 469) of feminist social con
tructionism.

Recall that Barthes and Greimas illuminate the ways

in which language is structured and embedded with roles and, there
fore, serves to create and maintain social structures.
A feminist orientation, based upon the notions of oppression,
reflexitivity, deconstruction, praxis and visibility may have pro
duced more innovative questions and more relevant findings than were
generated in prior studies of children's literature.

For example, a

greater emphasis placed on the concept of oppression of women may
have led reflexive researchers to recall how it is that oppression
occurs.

Groups are not oppressed because they choose to be subord

inate.

Rather, groups are oppressed through a multitude of mechan

isms, coercion inclusive.

The sex-role literature attests to the
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coercive impact of negative consequences received, anticipated and
feared by women for sex atypical behaviors.
However, concluding comments of many researchers who have ex
plored children's literature are disappointing, at best.

Mandel con

cluded that "children's books reflect the wishes of the wider society
for the type of life it desires for its youth" (King, 1973, p. 77).
Marx asserted (Marx & Engels, 1987), that the ruling class ". . . is
compelled merely to carry through its aim, to represent its interest
as the common interest" (p. 22).
Davis (1984) critiqued both the Weitzman (1972) methods, im
plying sloppiness, and the findings.

Further, Davis found no sex

differences in behaviors exhibited by female and male main charact
ers, but males appeared as main characters twice as often as females.
A reflexive researcher may have interpreted the data differently.
Despite Davis' facade of impartiality and meticulously unbiased met
hodology, Davis' detachment is questionable.
Particularly troublesome are the findings of Kolbe and LaVoie
(1981), Collins, Ingoldsby and Dellmann (1984), Williams Jr. et al.
(1987) and Kortenhaus and Demarest (1991).

In each of these studies

the authors found a numerical increase in female characterizations.
They all concluded that females are moving toward parity with males,
but conceded that females continue to be portrayed in traditional,
sexist, boring characterizations.

An increase in females portrayed

in traditional, boring and lifeless characterizations must be in
terpreted as an increase in sexism.
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Little Golden Books™ were found to be extremely sexist across
two decades.

Female characters have been and continue to be invis

ible relative to male characters.

Differential treatment of females

and males is pronounced, persistent and generalizable to include all
Little Golden Books™ published between 1972 and 1992.
Previous authors have concluded that female and male charact
ers in children's literature are approaching parity (Collins, Ingold
shy & Dellmann, 1984; Williams Jr., et al., 1987).

This notion is

erroneous at best based upon data compiled in this study.

Female

characters are pictured more frequently in the 1983 to 1992 sample
of Little Golden Books™ than in the previously published sample.
However, they are pictured significantly more frequently in passive
dependent activities, indicating that sexism has intensified in the
1983 to 1992 time frame.

In latter publications more females are

featured in titles and appear initially to occupy more central roles.
This illusionary status diminishes with every turn of the page until
by book's end female central characters have either withered from
incompetence or are excluded entirely.
Females are visible primarily in dependent, domestic, submis
sive situations.

They have been and remain invisible in political,

economic, leisure and ideological pursuits.

Female characters have

been and continue to be portrayed as submissive, meek, unimportant
and inept, while male characters have been and continue to be por
trayed as exciting, competent, dominant and deserving.

Sexual di

morphism is not a physical reality in young children, yet female
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children are pictured as small.

Male children are pictured larger.

What kid wants to be small?
Evidence supporting the impact of models on development and
behavioral outcomes has been mounting for several decades and contin
ues to accumulate (Bandura et al., 1961; Bern & Bern, 1970;

Schwartz &

Markham, 1985; Katz, 1986, Paradise & Wall, 1986; Katz & Walsh,
1991).

Positively reinforced models are likely to be imitated, par

ticularly by

children.

Male characters in Little Golden Books™ are

highly rewarded for instrumental-independent activities, while female
characters receive very few positive consequences for socially es
teemed behaviors. Female characters are punished three to four times
more often than male characters for attempting instrumental-indepen
dent activities.

Veblen (1899) posited that drudgery work (such as

domestic work) is unworthy activity for males.

It is the right of

men to engage in activities which make visible their superiority.
Negative consequences which occurred when female characters
stepped out of traditional roles were few but graphic and intense.
The message seems clear:

Cross the line, behave like this character,

and punishment will be swift, certain and severe just as this char
acter is punished.

Kahn (1984) hypothesized that when men perceive

women to be gaining power, they revert to coercive power through an
increase in verbal abuse, rape and battering.

Given the prevailing

messages it is no wonder females across age groups experience terror
and males as young as preschoolers comprehend female fear. As Veblen
(1899) pointed out long ago, when fraud becomes ineffective force or
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selective elimination of noncompliance can be relied upon.
Disparaging depictions of female characters in Little Golden
Books™ actually increased from the 1972-1982 sample to the 1983-1992
sample.

Such portrayals are presented as normal and natural.

Ep

stein (1984) argues that if division of labor was biological rather
than social sex-role assignment would not have to be coercive.
Disparities in the treatment of female and male characters in
Little Golden Books™ could not have occurred by chance.

Differential

treatment of female and male characters in children's literature
cannot be attributed to accident, insensitivity, lack of awareness
or oversight. Sexual stereotypes persisted and intensified in Little
Golden Books™ despite scrutiny, public outcries and the reality-based
political and economic activity of women.

Unger (1983) asserts that

"someone is choosing to reinforce and thereby differentially change
(or maintain) behavior in males and females" (p. 15).
Little Golden Books™ help to create and perpetuate an inequi
table social structure rather than reflect any real biological dif
differences.

Those in power create reality through dissemination of

information presented as real.

Editors and publishers serve as gate

keepers, filtering and promoting ideas consistent with maintenance
and extension of a two class system, while expunging ideas that
challenge systematic exploitation of females.
Hegemony and false consciousness, whereby ruling class (male)
ideology (repression of women) is presented as universally valid may
account for widespread acceptance of sexist children's picture books.
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Females may unwittingly participate in their own exploitation because
they are not fully conscious or aware of their reality, and because
many are dependent on the ruling or predatory class for both the
creation and dissemination of children's literature.

Economic ex

ploitation and ideological subordination are interrelated and feed
one upon the other.
Children's literature presents a view of what may appear to be
consensus regarding sex-roles.

Embedded within picture books across

decades is a system of rewards and punishments that serves to social
ize children differentially on the basis of sex.

Characters, set

tings and sequential events vary creating the illusion that content
also varies; that the stories are in fact different from one another.
However the underlying structure or message remains static to be
repeated again and again.

Through the "fixed distribution of roles"

and rewards these stories create and perpetuate for children the
view that "this is what the world is like and always will be"
(Hawkes, 1977, p. 114).
Children frequently demand that a particular book be read re
peatedly to them until they have committed each word to memory. At
tempts to hurry through a story by skipping words or pages result in
reminders.

You have skipped a word, or You forgot a page, indicates

how intently children focus on these books. Adults may breeze through
the content with little conscious thought, but these stories are ser
ious business for children.
Caplon and Worth (1985) assert that children learn decision-
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making and problem-solving skills, develop empathy and vicariously
experience difficulties and feelings through identification with
fictional characters.

What children learn and experience through

identification with fictional characters will be determined primar
ily by the ways those characters are portrayed.

Who would want their

female child to experience the difficulties and feelings of the fe
male characters portrayed in Little Golden Books™ ?
Reading to children provides a special opportunity for the
development and maintenance of bonds between adult and child.

Per

haps, for the first time, children are exposed to written language,
and through picture books signs and symbols are linked together.
Groundwork is laid for future learning.

In the absence of any real

experience with law, parents, teachers and caretakers take on the
role of law givers and law enforcers.

In a child's world, adults

have the power not only to select, filter and transmit information
in books, but to grant or withhold rewards.
trusted and believed by children.

Adults are generally

As adults, we must take care that

information we disseminate is trustworthy.

Much of the information

in Little Golden Books™ is not only unworthy, but is potentially harm
ful in the sense that it may contribute to the maintenance of female
subordination.

As Zimet so eloquently states (King, 1973), " . . .

the child's first readers are powerful forces which up to now have
echoed the viciousness that is the subtle heritage of American
stereotypical behavior. . .

" (p. 77).

Given the messages embedded within Little Golden Books™, it is
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the conclusion of this researcher that Little Golden Books™ have been
and currently are unacceptable, if not harmful to children, particu
larly female children.

Little Golden Books™ contribute to the crea

tion and maintenance of females as a subordinate group by portraying
females as lifeless lackeys who conspicuously know their place (Veb
len, 1899).

Further, the distribution of positive and negative con

sequences for sex-role models is such that female children may learn
that instrumental-independent activities are not for them.
Certainly, children's literature is only one source of cul
tural transmission.

However, this source cannot be dismissed as

unimportant, or neglected.

The most potentially dangerous aspect of

this particular literature may be that parents and teachers unwit
tingly promote the ideology contained within.

Attempts to generate

equality for females must remember to begin at the beginning.
Overall Shortcomings and Recommendations
Statistical tests are to be interpreted with caution for a
couple of reasons.

Chi-square is one of the best statistical tests

for nominal level data, but is not without shortcomings.

Values

fluctuate with the number of observations so that large cell counts
may generate exaggerated chi-square values creating the illusion of
great significance. Phi has been calculated for 2x2 tables that were
found to be statistically significant in order to illuminate the mag
nitude of the relationship between the variables.

At times, the sig

nificance versus meaningful dilemma encountered in the interpretive
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phase has, in large measure, been reconciled in this way.

Perhaps,

the major shortcoming of this work rests upon small expected cell
frequencies in some of the statistical computations.

Low cell counts

may generate inaccuracies, either inappropriately significant or
insignificant.

A correction for continuity has been computed where

appropriate and possible. In addition, statistical findings occasion
ally defy common sense or are devoid of meaning in and of themselves.
In these instances it is imperative to revisit and interpret the
original data in order to arrive at conclusions both linked with
reality and meaningful to the reader.
Additional corrective steps might include selection of larger
samples from within the decades chosen for this analysis, or may in
clude expansion of the sampling frame to encompass all Little Golden
Books™ .

Benefits of expanding the sampling frame may be twofold:

(1)

to increase observations across variables, and (2) to determine the
nature and extent, if any, of long term trends. A comprehensive lon
gitudinal analysis comparing various time periods, pre 1970 to post
1970 for example, may reveal a trend toward more realistic portrayals
of females as some authors have asserted, or may serve to bolster the
findings herein.
Quantitative methodology may also be rejected in favor of
qualitative analysis.

A methodological shift would eliminate depen

dence on expected frequencies for analysis and interpretation.

Fur

ther, qualitative findings are perhaps more readable; one need not
be well-versed in statistical procedures to consume findings. In-
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Individuals who may benefit most, or be most interested in this
topic, may have little or no experience with quantitative methods
and therefore may be intimidated or put off by the numbers.
Coder reliability checks were neglected.

Despite excellent

training and extensive experience relative to other researchers at
this level, this neglect constitutes a potential threat to both re
liability and validity of findings.

Further research should take

care to diminish this potential weakness. Further, four books from
each sample were unavailable despite repeated attempts to locate
them.

Missing data potentially skews results.
Finally, because Little Golden Books™ have and continue to

touch the lives of virtually all children, they must not be neglect
ed in analyses of children's literature.

Picture books are an impor

tant part of a child's world, and Little Golden Books™ constitute a
large piece of the picture book pie. Attempts to enlighten and bring
about greater parity between females and males must include constant
and careful scrutiny of this literature.

Appendix A
Sampling Frame for Little Golden Books ™ Published From 1972-1982
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Sampling Frame Little GoldenBooks™ Published From 1972-1982
Title ofBook

& Year

of Publication

ABC Around the House-1978*
ABC Is forChristmas-1974
Alice in Wonderland Meets the White Rabbit-1981
Amazing Mumford Forgets the Magic Word-1979
Animal Daddies and My

Daddy-1973

AnimalsChristmas Eve, The-1977
Bambi Friends of the Forest-1980
Barbie-1974
Benji' Fastest Dog in the West-1978
Bert's Hall of Great Inventions-1978*
Best of All, a Story About the Farm-1978
Bible Stories-1977
Bible Stories From the Old Testament-1977
Big Elephant, The-19
Big Enough Helper-19
BigBird's RedBook-1977
Birds-1976
Book of God's Gifts, A-1972
BouncyBabyBunny Finds HisBed-1979*
Bow, Wow, Meow, A FirstBook of Sounds-1972
BugsBunny 'Party Pest'-1976
BugsBunny Pioneer-1977
BugsBunny, Too ManyCarrots-1976
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Bunnie's AB Cs-1982
BunnyBook, The-1982
Cars-1973
Cats-1976
Chicken Little-1973*
Christmas Story, The
Circus Is in Town-1978
Cookie Monster and the Cookie Tree-1977
Corkey's Hic-Cup-1973
Daisy Dog Wake UpBook-1974
David and Goliath-1974
Day on the Farm, A-1979
Dinosaurs-1975
Doctor Dan theBandage Man- 19*
Donald Duck and the OneBear-1978
Donald Duck and the Witch Next Door-1974
Donald Duck's Christmas Tree- 19
Donald Duck's Toy Sailboat-1981
Donald Duck's Toy Train-1976
Donald Duck, America on Parade-1976
Donnie and Marie, The Top Secret Project-1977
Eloise Wilkin's Mother Goose-1980
Ernie's Work of Art-1979*
Family Circus "Daddy's Surprise Day"-1980
Favorite Nursery Rhymes-1973
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Feelings From A to Z-1979
Fire Engines-1982
Four Little Kittens-1980
Four Seasons, The-1979
Fritzie Goes Home-1974
Funny Bunny-1980
Giant Who Wanted Company, The-1979*
Gingham's Backyard Picnic-1979
Goodbye Tonsils-1976
Grover's Own Alphabet-1978
Hansel and Gretel-1982
Happy Farm Animals, The-1977
Happy Man and His Dumptruck, The-1978
Hide and Seek-1981
Hiram's Red Shirt-1981
Home for a Bunny-1982*
I Think About God: Two Stories About My Day-1974
Jenny's Surprise Summer-1981
Jingle Bells-1975
Jolly Barnyard, The-1980
Just for Fun-1982
Just Watch Me-1975
Kitty on the Farm-19
Land of the Lost, The Surprise Guest-1975
Let's Go Trucks-1973*
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Little Boy and the Giant, The-1973
Little Crow-1974
Little Golden Picture Dictionary-1981
Little Red Caboose, The-1973
Little Red Hen, The-1981
Little Red Riding Hood-1980
Love Bug, The-1974
Magic Friend Maker, The-1975
Magic Next Door-1977*
Make Way for the Highway-1979
Many Faces of Ernie, The-1979
Mickey Mouse and Pluto Pup-1975
Mickey Mouse and the Best Neighbor Contest-1980
Mickey Mouse and the Great Lot Plot-1979
Mickey Mouse and the Mouseketeers Ghost-1977
Mickey Mouse and the Big Bear Scare-1978
Mickey Mouse Kitten Sitter-1976
Mickey Mouse Picnic-1976*
Monster at the End of This Book-1980
Mother Goose-1981
Mother Goose in the City-1974
Mr. Bears Birthday-1981
Mr. Bell's Fixit Shop-1981
Mr. Toad Flies High-1982
Mr. Roger's Neighborhood 'Henrietta Meets ... -1974
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Mrs. Brisby and the Magic Stone-1982
My Christmas Treasury-1976*
My First Book of Sounds-1972
My Home-1978
Little Golden Book of Fairy Tales-1976
Little Golden Book of Manners-198O
Little Golden Word Book-19
Neatos and the Litterbug-1973
Never Pat a Bear-1972
New Friends for the Saggy Baggy Elephant-1975
New Puppy, The-19

*

Night Before Christmas, The-1979
Numbers-1981
Old McDonald Had a Farm-1974
Oscar's Book-1978
Owl and the Pussycat-1982
Pano and Train-1975
Peter Pan and Wendy-19
Pete's Dragon-1977
Petey and I, A Story About Being a Friend-1973*
Pink Panther in the Haunted House-1975
Pluto and the Adventures of the Golden Scepter-1972
Poky Little Puppy Follows His Nose Home-1975
Porky Pig and Bugs Bunny "Just Like Magic"-198O
Pussy Willow-1979
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Rabbit and His Friends-1982
Rabbit is Next, The-1978
Rabbit's Adventure, The-1977
Raggedy Ann and Andy Help Santa Claus-1979*
Raggedy

Ann and Andy "The Grey Kitten"-1975

Raggedy Ann and Andy "Five Birthdays in a Row"-1979
Raggedy Ann and Fido-1972
Rags-1972
Rainy Day Play Book-1981
Remarkably Strong Pippy Longstocking-1974
Rescuers, The-1977
Road Runner-Very Scary Lesson-1980
Robin Hood-1973*
Robin Hood and the Daring Mouse-1974
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer-1978
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer Shines Again-1982
Runaway Squash, The-1976
Santa's Surprise Book-1981
Scooby Doo and the Pirate Treasure-1974
Scuffy the Tugboat-1980
Shazam, a Circus Adventure-1977
Sleepy Book, The-19

*

Stories of Jesus-1974
Superstar Barbie-1977
Susan in the Driver's Seat-1973
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Tawny Scrawny Lion and the Clever Monkey, The-1974
Three Little Pigs-1981
Tom and Jerry Meet Little Quack-1974
Tom and Jerry "Photo Finish"-1974
Tom and Jerry Merry Christmas-1974
Tommy Visits the Doctor-1974*
Tweety Plays Catch the Puddy Tat-1975
Uncle Remus-1973
Underdog and the Disappearing Ice Cream-1975
Walton's Birthday Present, The-1975
We Help Daddy-1974
We Help Mommy-1972
We Like Kindergarten-1979
Whales-1978*
What Am I?-1976
What Lilly Goose Found-1977
What Will I Be?-1980
What's Next Elephant?-1977
When Bunny Grows Up-1982
When You Were a Baby-1982
Where Did the Baby Go-1974
Where Is the Bear?-1979
Where Will All the Animals Go?-1980*
Who Comes to Your House?-1973
Wild Kingdom-1976
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Winnie the Pooh "A Day to Remember"-1980
Winnie the Pooh "The Special Morning"-1980
Winnie the Pooh "The Honey Patch"-1980
Winnie the Pooh "The Honey Tree"-1980
Winnie the Pooh and Tigger-1980
Wizard of Oz, The-1975
Woody Woodpecker at the Circus-1979*
Woodsy Owl-1976

Sample 1

N - 182

* - selected sample,

n - 21
Sample 1 included the following Little Golden Books™:
1.

ABC Around the House, Unavailable.

2.

Bert's Hall of Great Inventions, Author: Revena Dwight.
Illustrator: Roger
Bradfield. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1978.

3.

Bouncy Baby Bunny Finds His Bed, Author: Joan Bowden.
Illustrator: Christine Westerberg. Western Publishing Co.
Inc., Racine, 1979.

4.

Chicken Little, Adapted by Margaret Snyder. Illustrator:
Judith Moffat. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1973.

5.

Doctor Dan the Bandage Man, Author: Helen Gaspard. Illustrator:
Corinne Malverne. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1977.

6.

Ernie's Work of Art, Author: Valjean McLenighan. Illustrator:
Joe Mathieu. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1979.

7.

The Giant Who Wanted Company, Author: Lee Priestly. Illus
trator: Dennis Hackerman. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine,
1979.

8.

Home for a Bunny, Author: Margaret Wise Brown. Illustrator:
Garth Williams. Western Publishing Co.Inc., Racine, 1982.
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9.

Let's Go Trucks, Author: David Harrison. Illustrator: Bill
Dugan. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1973.

10.

Magic Next Door, Author: Evelyn Swetman. Illustrator: Judy
Stang. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1977.

11.

Mickey Mouse Picnic, Story by Jane Werner. Illustrations by
Walt Disney Studio. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1976.

12.

My Christmas Treasury, Compiled by Gale Wiersma. Illustrator:
Sylvia Emrich. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1980.

13.

The New Puppy, Author: Kathleen Daly. Illustrator: Lilian
Obligado. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1979.

14.

Petey and I, A Story About Being a Friend, Unavailable.

15.

Raggedy Ann and Andy Help Santa Claus, Author: Polly Curren.
Illustrator: June Goldsborough. Western Publishing Co. Inc.,
Racine, 1979.

16.

Robin Hood, Walt Disney Productions. Western Publishing Co.
Inc., Racine, 1973.

17.

The Sleepy Book, Unavailable.

18.

Tommy Visits the Doctor, Author: Jean H. Seligmann. Illus
trator: Eloise Wilkin. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine,
1974.

19.

Whales, Unavailable.

20.

Where Will All the Animals Go?, Author: Sharon Holaves.
Illustrator: Leigh Grant. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine,
1980.

21.

Woody Woodpecker at the Circus, Author and Illustrator: Walter
Lantz. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1979.
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Sampling Frame for Little Golden Books™
Published Between 1983 and 1992

Title

Year of Printing
(1983-1992)

101 Dalmations

1985*

Adventures of Goat

1984

Alice in Wonderland

1991

Alvin's Daydreams

1990

Amanda's First Day of School

1986

Animal Quiz Book

1983

Aristocats, The

1990

Arthurs Good Manners

1987

Baby Farm Animals

1985

Baby Sister

1986*

Bambi

1984

Barbie "A Picnic Surprise"

1990

Barbie "The Big Splash"

1992

Batter Up

1991

Bears" New Baby, The

1988

Beauty and The Beast

1991

Best Friends

1983

Best Little Word Book Ever!

1992

Bettina the Ballerina

1991*

Bialosky's Special Picnic

1985

Big Bird Brings Spring to Sesame Street

1985

Big Bird Visits Navajo Country

1992
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Big Bird's Day on the Farm

1985

Biggest, Most BeautifulChristmas Tree, The

1985

Bisketts in Double Trouble

1984

BlackCaldron; Taran Finds a Friend, The

1985

Blue Berry BearCounts From 1-20

1991

Bugs Bunny and the Health Hog

1986*

Bugs Bunny and the Pink Flamingo

1987

Bugs BunnyCalling

1988

Bugs Bunny Marooned

1985

Bugs Bunny Stowaway

1991

Bugs BunnyCarrot Machine

1985

Bunnies'Counting Book

1991

Bunny's New Shoe

1987

Buster Bunny and the Best Friend Ever

1991

BusterCat Goes Out

1989*

But You're a Duck

1990

Cabbage Patch Kids Exavier's Birthday Surprise

1987

Casper and Friends Boo-0-S On First

1992

Cat ThatClimbed theChristmas Tree, The

1992

Charlie

1983

Chelterham's Party

1985

Child's Year, A

1992

Chip N Dale Rescue Rangers The BigCheeseCaper 1991
Chipmunk's ABC

1983*

Christmas Donkey, The

1984
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Christmas Tree That Grew, The

1987

Cinderella

1986

Colorful Mouse, The

1991

Count All the Way to Sesame Street

1985

Cow and the Elephant

1983

Cowboy Mickey

1990

Curious Little Kitten Around

the House

1986

Daniel in the Lions Den

1987*

Day in the Jungle, A

1985

Day Snuffy Had the Sniffles

1988

Detective Mickey Mouse

1985

Dogs

1983

Donald Duck "Some Ducks Have All the Luck"

1987

Donald Duck "Instant Millionaire"

1983

Donald Duck and the Big Dog

1986

Duck Tales "The Hunt for the Giant Pearl"

1987

Duck Tales "The Secret City Under the Sea"

1988*

Dumbo

1988

Elves and the Shoemaker

1992

Fire Engines to the Rescue

1991

Fire Fighters Counting Book

1983

Flying Dinosaurs

1990

Flying is Fun

1986

Fox Jumped Up One Winter's Night, A

1985

Friendly Book, The

1983
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Friendly Bunny, The

1985*

Frosty the Snowman

1989

Garfield "The Cat Show"

1990

Garfield and the Space Cat

1988

Good Night, Aunt Lilly

1983

Good Old Days, The

1988

Good-Bye Day, The

1984

Grandma and Grandpa Smith

1985

Grover Takes Care of Baby

1987

Grover's Guide to Good Manners

1992*

Gull That Lost the Sea, The

1984

Happy and Sad, Grouch and Glad

1992

House For a Mouse, A

1990

How Does Your Garden Grow

1985

How Things Grow

1986

Hush, Hush, It's Sleepytime

1984

I Can't Wait Until Christmas

1989

I Don't Want to Go

1989

I Think That It Is Wonderful

1984*

If I Had a Dog

1984

Inspector Gadget In Africa

1984

Jack and the Beanstalk

1990

Jungle Book, The

1985

Just Imagine "A Book of Fairyland Rhymes"

1990

Kermit Saves The Swamp

1992
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Lady

1985

Lady And The Tramp

1991

Lady Lovely Locks Silk Pup Saves The Day

1987*

Let's Fly A Kite CharlieBrown

1987

Let's Go Shopping

1988

Lily Pig's Book Of Colors

1987

Lion's Mixed Up Friends

1987

Little Brown Bear

1985

Little Golden Book Of Holidays

1985

Little Golden Book of Hymns

1985

Little Golden Book of Jokes and Riddles

1983

Little Lost Kitten

1984*

Little Mermaid, The

1989

Little Mermaid, The (Whole Story)

1992

Littlest Christmas Elf, The

1987

Lord is My Shepherd, The

1986

Mickey and the Beanstalk

1988

Mickey Mouse "Those Were the Days"

1988

Mickey Mouse Heads for the Sky

1987

Mickey's Christmas Carol

1983

Minnies' Slumber Party

1990*

Missing Wedding Dress featuring Barbie

1986

Monster's Picnic, The

1991

Moving Day

1984

Musicians of Bremen

1983
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My FirstBook of Planets

1985

My Little Dinosaur

1984

My Little GoldenBook AboutCats

1988

My Little GoldenBook ofCars and Trucks

1990

My Own Grandpa

1987*

Naoh' s Ark

1985

Nutcracker, The

1991

Oh, Little Rabbit

1989

Old Mother Goose and Other Nursery Rhymes

1988

One of the Family

1983

Oscar's New Neighbor

1992

Peter Pan

1989

Peter Rabbit

1993

Pied Piper, The

1991*

Pierrots ABC

Garden

1992

Pink Panther and Sons "Fun at theBeach"

1985

Pinocchio

1990

Pocketfull of Nonsense

1992

Poky Little Puppy's Naughty Day

1985

Polly's Pet

1984

Pound Puppies "Problem Puppies"

1986

Pound Puppies "Pick of the Litter"

1986

Prince and the Pauper, The

1990*

Puppy Love

1983

Puppy on the Farm

1984
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Puss inBoots

1990

Put On a Happy Face

1992

Quints "TheCleanup"

1990

RainbowBrite and theBrook Meadow Deer

1984

Rapunzel

1991

Rescuers Down Under

1990

Return to Oz "Dorothy Saves the EmeraldCity"

1985*

Return to Oz "Escape From WitchesCastle"

1985

Right's Animal Farm

1983

Road Runner "The Mid-Mesa Marathon"

1985

Robotman and His Friends at School

1985

Ronald McDonald and The Tale of the
Talking Planet

1984

Rumplestiltskin

1986

Santa's Toy Shop

1988

Scarebunny, The

1985

ShoelaceBox, The

1984*

Silly Sister, The

1989

SleepingBeauty

1986

Sleepytime ABC

1991

Snoring Monster, The

1985

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

1984

Sport Goofy and the Racing Robot

1984

StoreBought Doll, The

1983

Story of Jonah, The

1986

Summer Vacation

1986*
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Tale Spin "Ghost Ship"

1991

Ten Items or Less

1985

Theodore Mouse Goes to Sea

1986

Theodore Mouse Up in the Air

1986

There Are Tyrannosaurs Trying On Pants

1991

This Is My Family

1992

Tickety-Tock, What Time Is It

1990

Time for Bed

1989

Timothy Tiger's Terrible Toothache

1988*

Tiny Toon Adventures Happy Birthday Babs

1990

Tint Toon Adventures "Lost in the Funhouse"

1990

Tiny Toon Adventures "Adventures of Hood"

1991

Tortoise and the Hare

1987

Tweety and Sylvester "Birds of a Feather"

1992

Twelve Days of Christmas

1983

Velveteen Rabbit, The

1992

Water Babies

1990

Wnat's Up in the Attic?

1987*

Where's Woodstock?

1988

Whispering Rabbit, The

1992

Willie Found a Wallet

1984

Winnie the Pooh "Eeyore Be Happy"

1991

Winnie the Pooh "The Missing Bullhorn"

1990

Winnie the Pooh Meets Gopher

1984

1983-1992 N-196
*=selected sample,
n-22
Sample 2 includes the following Little Golden Books™ :
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1.

101 Dalmations, Walt Disney (based on the book by Dodie Smith),
Western Publishing Co. Inc, Racine, 1985.

2.

Baby Sister, Author: Emily Perl Kingsley. Illustrator:
Richard Walz, Western Publishing Co. Inc, Racine, 1984.

3.

Bettina the Ballerina,

4.

Bugs Bunny and the Health Hog, Author: Teddy Slater.
Illustrator: Darrell Baker. Western Publishing Co. Inc.,
Racine, 1986.

5.

Buster Cat Goes Out, Author: Joanna Cole. Illustrator: Rose
Mary Berlin. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1989.

6.

Chipmunk's ABC, Author: Roberta Miller. Illustrator: Richard
Scarry, Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1983.

7.

Daniel in the Lions Den, Retold by Pamela Broughton. Illus
trator: Tom LaPadula. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine,
1987.

8.

Duck Tales "The Secret City Under the Sea," Author: Paul S.
Newman. Illustrators: Bill Langley and Annie Guenther.
Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1988.

9.

The Friendly Bunny, Author: Dorothy Kunhardt. Illustrator:
Kathy Wilburn. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1985.

10.

Grover's Guide to Good Manners, Author: Constance Allen.
Illustrator: David Prebenna. Western Publishing Co. Inc.,
Racine, 1992.

11.

I Think That It Is Wonderful, Author: David Korr. Illustrator:
A. Delaney. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1984.

12.

Lady Lovely Locks "Silky Pup Saves the Day," Author: Harriet
Marcelle. Illustrator: Pat Paris. Western Publishing Co. Inc.,
Racine, 1987.

13.

Little Lost Kitten, Unavailable.

14.

Minnie's Slumber Party, Author: Cindy West. Western Publishing
Co. Inc., Racine, 1990.

15.

My Own Grandpa, Unavailable.

16.

The Pied Piper, Retold by Alan Benjamin. Illustrator: Richard
Walz. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1991.

Unavailable
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17.

The Prince and the Pauper, Adapted by Fran Manushkin.
Illustrators: Russell Schroeder and Don Williams.Western
Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1990.

18.

Return to Oz "Dorothy Saves the Emerald City," Based on motion
picture from Walt Disney. Western Publishing Co. Inc.,
Racine, 1985.

19.

The Shoelace Box, Author: Elizabeth Winthrop. Illustrator:
Kathy Wilburn. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1984.

20.

Summer Vacation, Author: Edith Kunhardt. Illustrator: Kathy
Allert. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1986.

21.

Timothy Tiger's Terrible Toothache, Unavailable.

22.

What's Up in the Attic?, Author: Liza Alexander. Illustrator:
Tom Cooke. Western Publishing Co. Inc., Racine, 1987.
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Chi-Square Calculations for Sample 1
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Chi-Square Calculations for Sample 1
Alpha level-.05

df-1

critical value-3.841
Table 11
Positive Consequences

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

0
45

22.5
22.5

-22.5
22.5

506.25
22.5
506.25
22.5
X2 - 45

(fo-fe)2
fe

Table 12
Negative Consequences

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

4
0

2
2

2
-2

4
4

2
2
4

X2 -

Table 13
Instrumental-Independent Collapsed

Females
Males

fo

fe

146
499

322.5 -176.5
322.5 176.5

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

96.596
31152.25
96.596
31152.25
X2 - 193.19
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Table 14
Playing Grune, Sports or Music

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2
12

7
7

-5
5

25
25

3.57
3.57
7.14

X2 -

Table 15
Riding Horse or Bike, Driving Car

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

9
42

25.5
25.5

-16.5
16.5

272.25
272.25

10.68
10.68
21.36

X2 -

Table 16
Swinging or Climbing

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2
21

11.5
11.5

-9.5
9.5

90.25
90.25

7.85
7.58
15.70

X2 -
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Table 17
Running

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2
23

12.5
12.5

-10.5
10.5

110.25
110.25
X2 -

8.82
8.82
17.64

Table 18
Swimming or Fishing

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

1
5

3
3

-2
2

4
4

1.33
1.33
2.66

X2 -

Table 19
Helping (Rescue)

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

5
15

10
10

-5
5

25
25

2.5
2.5
5.0

X2 -
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Table 20
Making Something

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

0
12

6
6

-6
6

36
36

(fo-fe)2
fe

6
6
X2 - 12

Table 21
Solving a Problem

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

4
46

25
25

-21
21

441
441

17.64
17.64
35.28

X2 -

Table 22
Outdoors

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

117
315

216
216

-99
99

9801
9801

45.37
45.37
90.74

X2 -
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Table 23
Reading

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

4
3

3.5
3.5

.5
-.5

.25
.25

.07
.07
.14

X2 -

Table 24
Treasure or Wealth

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
5

2.5
2.5

-2.5
2.5

6.25
6.25

2.5
2.5
5.0

X2 -

Table 25
Pictured Character

Females
Males

fo

fe

245
696

470.5 -225.5
470.5 225.5

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

108.08
50850.25
108.08
50850.25
X2 - 216.16
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Table 26
Central Character

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

4
18

11
11

-7
7

49
49

(fo-fe)2
fe

4.45
4.45
X2 - 8.90

Table 27
Title

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

1

5
5

-4
4

16
16

9

(fo-fe)2
fe

3.2
3.2
X2 - 6.4

Table 28
Symbolic Dominance

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

0

18
18

-18
18

324
324

36

(fo-fe)2
fe

18
18
X2 - 36
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Table 29
Symbolic Submission

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

29
1

15
15

14
-14

196
196

13.07
13.07
26.14

X2 -

Table 30
Passive-Dependent Collapsed

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

112
372

242
242

-130
130

16900
16900

69.83
69.83
139.66

X2 -

Table 31
Playing House
fo
Females
Males

0
0

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe
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Table 32
Picking Flowers
fo
Females
Males

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
0
Table 33
Housework or Shopping

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

5
7

6
6

-1
1

1
1

(fo-fe)2
fe

.17
.17
X2 - .34

Table 34
Caring for Child

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

15
7

11
11

4
-4

16
16

(fo-fe)2
fe

1.45
1.45
X2 - 2.9
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Table 35
Caring for Pet

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

0
25

12.5
12.5

-12.5
12.5

12.5
156.25
156.25
12.5
X2 - 25

(fo-fe)2
fe

Table 36
"Watching Others

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

3
17

10
10

-7
7

49
49

4.9
4.9
9.8

X2 -

Table 37
Needing Help

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

5
6

5.5
5.5

-.5
5

.25
.25

(fo-fe)2
fe

.045
.045
X2 - .09
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Table 38
Causing a Problem

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
12

6
6

-6
6

36
36

6
6

X2 -

12

Table 39
Indoors

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

81
297

189
189

-108
108

11664
11664

61.714
61.714
123.43

X2 -

Table 40
Crying

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

3
2

2.5
2.5

.5
-.5

.25
.25

.1
.1
.2

X2 -

Appendix D
Chi-Square Values for Sample 2
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Table 41
Positive Consequences

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

4
39

21.5
21.5

-17.5
17.5

14.24
306.25
14.24
306.25
X2 - 28.48

(fo-fe)2
fe

Table 42
Negative Consequences

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

6
2

4
4

2
-2

4
4

(fo-fe)2
fe

1
1
X2 - 2

Table 43
Instrumental-Independent Collapsed

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

173
398

285. 5 -112.5
285.5 112.5

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

44.33
12656.25
44.33
12656.25
X2 - 88.66
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Table 44
Playing Game, Sports or Music

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

18
29

23.5
23.5

-5.5
5.5

30.25
30.25

1.287
1.287
2.574

X2 -

Table 45
Riding Horse or Bike, Driving Car

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
11

5.5
5.5

-5.5
5.5

30.25
30.25

5.5
5.5

X2 -

11

Table 46
Swinging or Climbing

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2
6

4
4

-2
2

4
4

1
1
2

X2 -
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Table 47
Running

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2
13

7.5
7.5

-5.5
5.5

30.25
30.25

4.03
4.03
8.08

X2 -

Table 48
Swimming or Fishing

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

1
10

5.5
5.5

-4.5
4.5

20.25
20.25

3.68
3.68
7.36

X2 -

Table 49
Helping (Rescue)

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

8
31

19.5
19.5

-11.5
11.5

132.25
132.25
X2 -

6.78
6.78
13.56
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Table 50
Making Something

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

2
13

7.5
7.5

-5.5
5.5

30.25
30.25

(fo-fe)2
fe

4.03
4.03
X2 - 8.06

Table 51
Solving a Problem

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

4
26

15
15

-11
11

121
121

8.07
8.07
16.14

X2 -

Table 52
Outdoors

Females
Males

fo

fe

127
218

172.5 -45.5
172.5 45.5

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2070.25
2070.25
X2 -

12.0
12.0
24
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Table 53
Reading

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

7
28

17.5
17.5

-10.5
10.5

110.25
110.25
X2 -

(fo-fe)2

fe

6.3
6.3
12.6

Table 54
Treasure or Wealth

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2
13

7.5
7.5

-5.5
5.5

30.25
30.25

4.03
4.03
8.06

X2 -

Table 55
Pictured Characters

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

336
783

559.5 -223.5
559.5 223.5

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

49952.25
49952.25
X2 -

89.28
89.28
178.56
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Table 56
Central Character

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

5
19

12
12

-7
7

49
49

(fo-fe)2
fe

4.08
4.08
X2 - 8.16

Table 57
Titles

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

3
62

4.5
4.5

-1.5
1.5

2.25
2.25

.5
.5
1.0

X2 -

Table 58
Symbolic Dominance

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

1
24

12.5
12.5

-11.5
11.5

132.25
132.25
X2 -

10.58
10.58
21.16
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Table 59
Symbolic Submission

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

15
3

9

9

6
-6

36
36

4
4
8

X2 -

Table 60
Passive Collapsed

Females
Males

fo-fe

fo

fe

241
434

337.5 -96.5
337.5 96.5

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

9312.25
9312.25
X2 -

27.59
27.59
55.18

Table 61
Playing House
fo
Females
Males

0
0

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe
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Table 62
Picking Flowers

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

8
2

5
5

3
-3

9
9

1.8
1.8
3.6

X2 -

Table 63
Housework or Shopping

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

13
6

9.5
9.5

3.5
-3.5

12.25
12.25

(fo-fe)2
fe

1.29
1.29
X2 - 2.58

Table 64
Caring for Child

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

14

11.5
11.5

2.5
-2.5

6.25
6.25

9

(fo-fe)2
fe

.54
.54
X2 - 1.08
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Table 65
Caring for Pet

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

10
1

5.5
5.5

4.5
-4.5

20.25
20.25

(fo-fe)2
fe

3.68
3.68
X2 - 7.36

Table 66
Watching Others

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

12

10.5
10.5

1.5
-1.5

2.25
2.25

.214
.214
.428

9

X2 -

Table 67
Needing Help or Rescue

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

9

8.5
8.5

.5
-.5

.25
.25

8

(fo-fe)2
fe

.029
.029
X2 - .058
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Table 68
Causing a Problem

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

8
9

8.5
8.5

-.5

.5

.25
.25

(fo-fe)2
fe

.029
.029
X2 - .058

Table 69
Indoors

Females
Males

fo-fe

fo

fe

163
388

275.5 -112.5
275.5 112.5

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

12656.25
12656.25
X2 -

45.94
45.94
91.88

Table 70
Crying

Females
Males

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

4
2

3
3

1
-1

1
1

.333
.333
.666

X2 -

Appendix
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Table 71
Positive Consequences
1972-1982

F

0
45
Total 45

M

1983-1992

Total

4
39
43

4
84
88

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
4
45
39

2.05
1.95
42.95
41.05

-2.05
2.05
2.05
-2.05

4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2

2.0
2.15
.10
.10
4.35

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

88(/(0)(39)-(4)(45)-88/2)2
(4)(84)(45)(43)

-

2.50
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Table 72
Negative Consequences
1972-1982

F

4
0
Total 4

M

1983-1992

Total

6
2
8

10
2
12

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

4
6
0
2

3.3
6.67
.67
1.33

.67
-.67
-.67
.67

.45
.45
.45
.45

.14
.07
.67
.34
1.22

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

12(/(4)(2)-(6)(0)-12/2)2
(10)(2)(4)(8)

-

.075
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Table 73
Instrumental-Independent Collapsed
1972-1982
F

146
499
Total 645

M

1983-1992

Total

173
398
571

319
897
1216

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

146
173
499
398

169.2
149.8
475.8
421.2

-23.2
23.2
23.2
-23.2

538.24
538.24
538.24
538.24

Phi - square root of X2/N - .087

(fo-fe)2
fe
3.18
3.59
1.13
1.28
X2 - 9.18
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Table 74
Playing Grune, Sports or Music
1972-1982
2
12
Total 14

F
M

1983-1992

Total

18
29
47

20
41
61

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2

2
18
12
29

4.6
15.4
9.4
31.6

-2.6
2.6
2.6
-2.6

6.76
6.76
6.76
6.76

1.47
.44
. 72
.21
2.84

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

fe

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

61(/(2)(29)-(18)(12)-61/2)2
(20)(41)(14)(47)

-

1.84
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Table 75
Riding Horse or Bike, Driving Car
1972-1982
9
42
Total 51

F
M

1983-1992

Total

0
11
11

9
53
62

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

9

7.4
1.6
43.6
9.4

1.6
-1.6
-1.6
1.6

2.56
2.56
2.56
2.56

42
11

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

(fo-fe)2
fe
.35
1.60
.06
.27
X2 - 2.28

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

62(/(9)(11)-(0)(42)-62/2)2
(9)(53)(51)(11)

-

.16
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Table 76
Swinging or Climbing
1972-1982

F

2
21
Total 23

M

1983-1992

Total

2
6
8

4
27
31

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

2
2
21
6

2.97
1.03
20.03
6.97

-.97
.97
.97
-.97

.94
.94
.94
.94

.32
.91
.OS
.13
1.41

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

31(/(2)(6)-(2)(21)-31/2)2
(4)(27)(23)(8)

-

.33
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Table 77
Running
1972-1982
F

2
23
Total 25

M

1983-1992

Total

2
13
15

4
36
40
(fo-fe)2
fe

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

2
2
23
13

2.5
1.5
22.5
13.5

- .5
.5
.5
-.5

.25
.25
.25
.25

.1
.17
.01
.02
X2 - .3

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

Correction for Continuity:

-

40(/(2)(13)-(2)(23)-40/2)2
(4)(36)(25)(15)

-

0
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Table 78
Swimming or Fishing
1972-1982
F

1
5
Total 6

M

1983-1992

Total

1
10
11

2
15
17

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

1
1
5
10

.7
1. 3
5.3
9.7

.3
- .3
- .3
.3

.09
.09
.09
.09

.13
.07
.02
.009
.229

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

17(/(1)(10)-(1)(5)-17/2)2
(2)(15)(6)(11)

-

.10
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Table 79
Helping or Rescue
1972-1982
5
15
Total 20

F
M

1983-1992

Total

8
31
39

13
46
59

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

5
8
15
31

4.4
8.6
15.6
30.4

.6
-.6
-.6
.6

.36
.36
.36
.36

.08
.04
.02
.01
.15

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

59(/(5)(31)-(8)(15)-59/2)2
(13)(46)(20)(39)

-

.002
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Table 80
Making Something
1972-1982
F

0
12
Total 12

M

1983-1992

Total

2
13
15

2
25
27

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
2
12
13

.9
1.1
11.1
13.9

- .9
.9
.9
- .9

.81
.81
.81
.81

.9
.74
.07
.06
1.77

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

27(/(0)(13)-(2)(12)-27/2)2
(2)(25)(12)(15)

-

.33
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Table 81
Solving a Problem
1972-1982
4
46
Total 50

F
M

1983-1992

Total

4
26
30

8
72
80

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

4
4
46
26

5
3
45
27

-1
1
1
-1

1
1
1
1

Correction for Continuity:

(fo-fe)2
fe

X2 -

.2
.3
.02
.03
.55

X2 - N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)
-

80(/(4)(26)-(4)(46)-80/2)2
(8)(72)(50)(30)

-

.15
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Table 82

Outdoors
1972-1982

F

117
315
Total 432

1983-1992

Total

127
218
345

244
533
777

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

117
127
315
218

135.7
108.3
296.3
236.7

-18.7
18.7
18.7
-18.7

349.69
349.69
349.69
349.69

2.58
3.23
1.18
1.48
8.47

Phi - Square Root of X2/N - .10

X2 -
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Table 83
Reading
1972-1982
4
3
Total 7

F
M

1983-1992

Total

7
28
35

11
31
42

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

4
7
3
28

1.8
9.2
5.2
25.8

2.2
-2.2
-2.2
2.2

4.84
4.84
4.84
4.84

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

(fo-fe)2
fe
2.7
.53
.93
.19
X2 - 4.35

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

42(/(4)(28)-(7)(3)-42/2)2
(11)(31) (7) (35)

-

2.46
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Table 84
Treasure or Wealth
1972-1982
F

0
5
M
Total 5

1983-1992

Total

2
13
15

2
18
20

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

0
2
5
13

.5
1.5
4.5
13.5

-.5
.5
.5
-.5

.25
.25
.25
.25

Correction for Continuity:

(fo-fe)2
fe

X2 -

X2 -

.5
.17
.06
.02
.75

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

20(/(0)(13)-(2)(5)-20/2)2
(2)(18)(5)(15)

-

0
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Table 85
Pictured Characters
1972-1982
245
696
Total 941
F

1983-1992

Total

414
832
1246

659
1528
2187

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

245
414
696
832

283.5
375.5
657.5
870.5

-38.5
38.5
38.5
-38.5

1482.25
1482.25
1482.25
1482.25

Phi - Square Root of X2/N - .08

(fo-fe)2
fe
5.28
3.95
2.25
1.70
X2 - 13.18
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Table 86
Central Characters
1972-1982
F

4
18
Total 22

M

1983-1992

Total

5
19
24

9
37
46

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

4
5
18
19

4.3
4.7
17.7
19.3

-.3
.3
.3
- .3

.09
.09
.09
.09

Correction for Continuity:

(fo-fe)2
fe

X2 -

X2 -

.02
.02
.005
.005
.05

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

46(/(4)(19)-(5)(18)-46/2)2
(9)(37)(22)(24)

-

.02
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Table 87
Book Titles
1972-1982
F

1
9
Total 10

M

1983-1992

Total

3
6
9

4
15
19

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

1
3
9
6

2.1
1.89
7.89
7.10

-1.11
1.11
1.11
-1.11

1.23
1.23
1.23
1.23

Correction for Continuity:

(fo-fe)2
fe
.59
.65
.16
.17
X2 - 1.57

X2 - N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)
- 19(/(1)(6)-(3)(9)-19/2)2
(4)(15)(10)(9)
- .46
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Table 88
Symbolic Dominance
1972-1982

F

0
36
Total 36

M

1983-1992

Total

1
24
25

1
60
61

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
1
36
24

.6
.4
35.4
24.6

- .6
.6
.6
- .6

.36
.36
.36
.36

.6
.9
.01
.01
1.52

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

- 61(/(0)(24)-(1)(36)-61/2)2
(1)(60)(36)(25)
-

.034
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Table 89
Symbolic Submission
1972-1982
29
1
Total 23

F
M

1983-1992

Total

15
3
8

44
4
31

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

29
15
1
3

27.5
16.5
2.5
1.5

1.5
-1.5
-1.5
1.5

2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

(fo-fe)2
fe
.08
.14
.9
1.5
X2 - 2.62

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

31(/(29)(3)-(15)(1)-31/2)2
(44)(4)(23)(8)

-

3.06
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Table 90
Passive-Dependent Collapsed
1972-1982
F

112
372
Total 484

1983-1992

Total

241
434
675

353
806
1159

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

112
241
372
434

147.4
205.6
336.6
469.4

-35.4
35.4
35.4
-35.4

1253.16
1253.16
1253.16
1253.16

8.5
6.1
3.7
2.7
21

Phi - Square Root of X2/N - .13

X2 -
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Table 91
Playing House
1972-1982

1983-1992

Total

F

0

M

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Total 0
fo

(fo-fe)2
fe

(fo-fe)2

fo-fe

fe

0
0
0
0

Table 92
Picking Flowers
1972-1982
F
0
M
0
Total 0

1983-1992

Total

8
2
10

8
2
10

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
8
0
2

0(. 5)
8(7.5)
0(. 5)
2(1.5)

0(-.5)
0(. 5)
0(-.5)
0(.5)

0(.25)
0(.25)
0(.25)
0(.25)

0(. 5)
0(.033)
0(. 5)
0(.166)
0(1.199)

Correction for Continuity:
- Cannot divide by 0. Must adjust
expected frequencies +/- .5 and
recalculate. (See parentheses
above).

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)
10(/(0)(2)-(8)(0)-10/2)2
(8)(2)(0)(10)
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Table 93
Housework or Shopping
1972-1982
F

5
7
Total 12

1983-1992

Total

13

18
13
31

6
19

M

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

5
13
7
6

6.97
11.03
5.03
7.97

-1.97
1.97
1.97
-1.97

3.88
3.88
3.88
3.88

(fo-fe)2
fe
.56
.35

. 77

X2 -

.49
2.17

Table 94
Caring for Child
1972-1982

F

15
M
7
Total 22
fo

fe

15
14
7
9

14.2
14.8
7.8
8.2

1983-1992

Total

14
9
23

29
16
45
fo-fe
.8
-.8
-.8
.8

(fo-fe)2
fe

(fo-fe)2
.64
.64
.64
.64

X2 -

.05
.04
.08
.08
.25
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Table 95
Caring for Pet
1972-1982
F

0
25
Total 25

1983-1992

Total

10
1

10
26
36

11

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
10
25
1

6.9
3.1
18.1
7.9

-6.9
6.9
6.9
-6.9

47.46
47.46
47.46
47.46

6.9
15.4
2.6
6.0
30.9

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)
36(/(0)(1)-(10)(25)-36/2)2
(10)(26)(25)(11)

- 27.1
Phi= Square Root of X2/N - .87
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Table 96
'Watching Others
1972-1982
3
17
Total 20
F

M

1983-1992

Total

12
9
21

15
26
41

fa

fe

fa-fe

(fa-fe)2

(fa-fe)2
fe

3
12
17
9

7.3
7.7
12.7
13.3

-4.3
4.3
4.3
-4.3

18.49
18.49
18.49
18.49

2.5
2.4
1.5
1.4
7.8

X2 -

Phi - Square Root of X2/N - .44
Table 97
Needing Help or Rescue

F

M

1972-1982

1983-1992

Total

5
6

9
8
17

14
14
28

Total 11
fa

fe

fa-fe

(fa-fe)2

5
9
6
8

5.5
8.5
5.5
8.5

- .5
.5
.5
-.5

.25
.25
.25
.25

(fa-fe)2
fe
.05
.03
.05
.03
X2 - .16
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Table 98
Causing a Problem
1972-1982

F

0
12
Total 12

1983-1992

Total

8
9
17

8
21
29

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

0
8
12
9

3.3
4.7
8.7
12.3

-3.3
3.3
3.3
-3.3

10.89
10.89
10.89
10.89

3.30
2.30
1.30
.89
7.79

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

Phi - Square Root of X2/N - .39

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

29(/(0)(9)-(8)(12)-29/2)2
(8)(21)(12)(17)

-

4.45
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Table 99
Indoors
1972-1982

F

81
297
Total 378

1983-1992

Total

163
388
551

244
685
929

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

81
163
297
388

99.3
144.7
278.7
406.3

-18.3
18.3
18.3
-18.3

334.9
334.9
334.9
334.9

3.37
2.31
1.20
.82
7.7

Phi= Square Root of X2/N - .09

X2 -
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Table 100
Crying

F

M

1972-1982

1983-1992

Total

3
2

4
2
6

7
4
11

Total 5

fo

fe

fo-fe

(fo-fe)2

(fo-fe)2
fe

3
4
2
2

3.2
3.8
1.8
2.2

-.2
.2
.2
- .2

.04
.04
.04
.04

.01
.01
.02
.01
.OS

Correction for Continuity:

X2 -

X2 -

N(/ab-bc/-N/2)2
(a+b)(c+d)(a+c)(b+d)

-

11(/(3)(2)-(4)(2)-11/2)2

-

.16

(7) (4) (5) (6)
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